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ABSTRACT
This Master’s thesis describes the methods and results of an eight-month graduation project at BAM
Techniek, a subsidiary company of the Royal BAM Group NV. During the orientation at BAM Techniek an
initial problem statement led to a project plan focussed on the cross-functional cooperation between
BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw (another subsidiary). The assignment was to develop an
instrument to improve the cooperation within integral cross-functional projects, with the aim to increase
project profitability. The project is approached as a design-focused and theory-based business problem
solving project, using the regulative cycle as a guideline to diagnose the business problem. Value Crafting
was used as an intervention to enable project teams to craft company values into the work process and
thereby increasing the shared values within the project team with the goal to improve cooperation.
Based on an intervention pilot it was concluded that the cooperation within cross-functional teams at
BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw can benefit from a Value Crafting type of intervention. Evaluation
showed that attention is needed to the timing of the workshops, since the effects will potentially be
stronger when participants are assisted during the time between the Value Crafting sessions.
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PREFACE
This master thesis marks the end of my, quite extended, time as a student at the Eindhoven University of
Technology (TU/e). Therewith a great moment for reflection and words of gratitude presents itself and I
will try to keep it short.
I want to start with sharing my thankfulness for all the support and chances my parents gave me. They
were always there for me, despite the fact that I did not always involve them in my study planning and
results. They offered me the opportunity to walk this path, and although the journey took somewhat
more time than expected beforehand, I finally reached this milestone. For this I am indescribably
thankful.
My study time in Eindhoven started at the department of Mechanical Engineering, where I did not
experience any benefits from my secondary-school-study-attitude. I remember that it was the first study
period when I learned that the grading system actually started at 0 instead of 1… In retrospect it was at
that moment that my quest for new challenges had started. After two years of calculations at Mechanical
Engineering I made the wise decision to switch to Industrial Engineering, where I actually liked the
curriculum. Nevertheless, during my time as a bachelor student my main focus was not of an educative
nature. Rowing became my passion and had the highest priority, as I was so frequently denying.
Throughout this rowing period I made a lot of valuable friendships, with whom I experienced very
thrilling, heavy, unsuccessful or victorious, and emotional moments while competing against opponents
and ourselves.
When I quit rowing I had trouble to focus on anything, since the strict training regimen was gone. After
numerous other non-study activities, my girlfriend Elien had a great influence on changing (read:
improving) my study attitude. I am very thankful for the calmth and motivation she gave me, especially
during the, sometimes grumpy, last weeks of this project.
My graduation project started at the desk of Jan Al, the company supervisor at BAM Techniek, for whom
I feel a great deal of respect. The regularly planned discussions at his office were very inspiring and the
provided opportunities pushed my project to a higher level. Therefore, I would like to thank Jan for his
inspiration, challenging opportunities, and trust during my graduation period. Furthermore, I want to
thank all other BAM employees for their help during my project, especially the RIVM team.
During this graduation project I was coached by Ad Kleingeld, with whom I spent numerous hours
discussing, brainstorming, and laughing! I could not have wished for a better supervision and I owe a
great part of the project success to him. Furthermore, I also received a lot of in-depth knowledge and
support from Frans van Eijnatten, who challenged me with critical questions regularly. Without his
support my thesis would not have been as scientifically rigor as it is, for which I am very grateful to him.
Also I would like to thank Sjaña Holloway for providing me with her knowledge and tips on Value
Crafting.
I also want to thank both my sisters for the mental support. Although we do not live “just around the
corner”, I received so many attention and support from them, by which I was frequently moved. And last
but not least, I thank my friends for the “Joie de vivre” during my unforgettable time as a student.
I do not expect you all to read this full report; your support was more than enough!
Leo.
Eindhoven, April 2012.
PS: Thank you weather gods for extending the winter period, this was very helpful!
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
This master thesis graduation project was performed at BAM Techniek (BT), focusing on the cooperation
within cross-functional teams with BAM Utiliteitsbouw (BU), both subsidiaries of the Royal BAM Group.
The project was a design-focused and theory-based Business Problem Solving (BPS) project with the aim
to develop an instrument to improve cross-functional cooperation in project teams and therewith
contribute to the projects’ profitability. This BPS project was focussed on solving a real-life business
problem at BAM Techniek by the use of scientific methods.
As a starting point, the regulative cycle (Figure 1) by Van Aken,
Berends, & Van Der Bij (2007) was adopted as guidance for the
project, consisting of five stages; Problem definition, Diagnosis, Plan,
Intervention, and Evaluation.
The initial problem definition developed during the Problem Definition
stage was: “How can the differences in organizational subculture
between BT and BU be managed in order to improve their
cooperation and thereby increase performance and project
profitability?” This problem definition was tested during the Diagnosis
stage in order to reject, confirm, or nuance the initial problem
definition.

FIGURE 1: THE REGULATIVE CYCLE

During the Diagnosis stage, the Stream Analysis Method (Porras, 1987) was used to qualitatively
diagnose the initial problem definition in order to investigate the cause-effect relations of problems in
the cooperation. At the start of this stage, several problems were collected using interviews, company
documentation, and observation as sources of information. The qualitative diagnosis resulted in three
main problem stories, each resulting from a
specific core-problem; Organizational Structure,
Performance Management Systems, and
Organizational Culture. Therewith this part of the
diagnosis confirmed the initial diagnosis.
Since the main goal of this graduation project
was related to differences in organizational
subcultures between BT and BU, it was decided
that the remainder of this research project would
be focussed on the problem story Organizational
Culture (Figure 2) and its effect cooperation
FIGURE 2: PROBLEM STORY ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
performance. Therefore, the rest of the project was aimed at the development of a method which could
potentially be used to improve the cross-functional cooperation. Besides the outcome of the stream
analysis, the adherence of different company values by BT and BU (Figure 3) presented a strong
indication that the organizational subcultures of both subsidiaries
were different. In order to investigate this presumption, and to find
out how the organizational subcultures actually differed, a
quantitative diagnosis was performed at both BT and BU. For this
investigation the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument
(OCAI) by Cameron & Quinn (2006) was utilized to analyse the
organizational subcultures.
FIGURE 3: COMPANY CORE VALUES BT & BU
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The OCAI is based on the Competing Values Framework (CVF) by Quinn & Rohrbaugh (1983), which
distinguishes four different types of organizational culture. This instrument can be used to create an
organizational culture profile describing to what extent a certain company belongs to each of the four
culture types. The investigation consisted of a validated online questionnaire, which resulted in a net
response of 140 respondents. Based on the outcome the organizational culture profiles presented in
Figure 4 and 5 were created.
The most distinctive characteristics of the organizational culture at
BT were measured on the dimensions Organizational Glue, Strategic
Emphasis and Criteria of Success. The Organizational Glue which
holds the company together is loyalty and mutual trust. The
commitment of the employees runs high. The company emphasizes
on stability and a focus on efficiency, control and smooth operations.
Furthermore, the Criteria of Success is defined on the basis of
efficiency, where dependable delivery, smooth scheduling, and lowcost production are critical. In the future, employees of BT want to be
more dynamic and entrepreneurial, and they want to take more
risks. Furthermore, the employees of BT want the leadership in the
organization to be less aggressive and results-oriented.

FIGURE 4: OCAI PROFILE BT

The most distinctive characteristics of the organizational culture at BU
are measured on the dimensions Organizational Glue, Management
of Employees, and Organizational Characteristics. Like at BT, the
Organizational Glue which holds BU together is loyalty and mutual
trust. The commitment of the employees runs high. The management
style at BU is characterized by teamwork, consensus, and
participation. The organization can be characterized as a very
controlled and structured place. Formal procedures generally govern
what people do. A very strong result of this OCAI analysis was that in
the future employees of BU want to be more dynamic and
entrepreneurial, and they want to take more risks. Furthermore, in
FIGURE 5: OCAI PROFILE BU
the future employees want the organizational glue to be commitment
to innovation and development, and emphasize on being on the cutting edge. A strong result also was
that employees of BU want to be less of a formal and controlled type of culture.
Although the one-on-one comparison of both cultural profiles resulting from the OCAI analysis was
technically not possible, it was observed that both BT and BU want less of a Hierarchy and more of an
Adhocracy type of culture. Reflecting that employees from both companies want a more dynamic and
entrepreneurial type of culture.
Even though both the qualitative and the quantitative diagnosis seemed to reveal somewhat
contradictory outcomes, the conclusion was drawn that organizational cultures are comparable, but the
company values are different. However, the question remained what type of intervention the
cooperation would benefit from, an answer to which was searched in the Plan stage.
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The intervention plan was focussed on the
operationalization of the shared company values using
the Value-Crafting Cycle1 (VCC) (Figure 6) developed by
Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon (2011). It was
intuitively predicted that the cross-functional cooperation
would benefit from this and an extensive plan was
written aimed at the performance of an intervention
pilot. The steps of the VCC, presented in Figure 7, are
focussed at the operationalization of value, starting with
the “selection of a company value”. A Value Crafting
manual (Holloway, 2013) was tailored to fit the
organizational context, which was focussed on teaching
the participants how to craft values into the work process.

FIGURE 6: THE VALUE CRAFTING CYCLE

A cross-functional team was selected to perform a pilot of the developed
intervention; a project team with representatives of BT and BU. Based on
the plan, the actual intervention took place, of which the results were
thoroughly analysed. The value, Integratedness, was unanimously
selected by the team since they were confident that this value was in line
with other company values from both BT and BU. Furthermore, the team
was also convinced that the success of the project would benefit from the
FIGURE 6: THE STEPS OF THE VCC
operationalization of this value. By completing the cycle for this specific
value during four workshops, each focussing on one step of the VCC, the team was able to learn how
value crafting is performed.
Based on the evaluation stage it can be concluded that the Value-Crafting intervention was performed
successfully. The team with which the intervention pilot was performed was confident that a VC-type of
workshop can contribute to the improvement of the cooperation between BU and BT. Nevertheless, the
intervention needs further development to investigate the most effective way of planning and
performing the workshops in order to maximize the positive outcome. Through the application of the VC
the team was able to openly discuss topics which were usually ignored. This resulted in a more insight
into each other’s’ viewpoint, behaviour and roles.
Furthermore, the overall goal of this research project was attained, since an improvement instrument
was developed, which can potentially improve the cross-functional cooperation within project teams
between BT and BU.

1

This instrument is developped at Eindhoven University of Technology, author S.S. Holloway. For use of this instrument, please contact S.S.
Holloway, or F.M. van Eijnatten (TU/e, department of industrial engineering and innovation sciences, Human Performance Management Group)
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document contains the report of the master thesis graduation project performed at BAM Techniek
(BT), focusing on the cooperation within cross-functional teams with BAM Utiliteitsbouw (BU), both
subsidiaries of the Royal BAM Group. The project was a design-focused and theory-based business
problem solving (BPS) project with the aim to develop an instrument to improve cross-functional
cooperation in project teams and perform a pilot intervention. With the use of an assessment instrument
to diagnose the organizational culture at both BT and BU, an intervention to improve cooperation in
cross-functional teams was elaborated and a pilot was performed. In line with Van Aken, Berends, & Van
Der Bij (2007) this BPS project has the aim to use theory in a comprehensive, critical, and creative
manner.
In order to create a clear start of this report the project methodology and project goals are presented in
this chapter.

1.1. PROJECT METHODOLOGY
As a guideline, the regulative cycle (Van Strien, 1986; Figure 1) was used for this graduation project,
which provides a structured method to create
and follow a research process. The first step is to
Problem
develop a Problem Definition which is not always
Evaluation
Definition
static, since BPS projects are mostly conducted in
a dynamic business environment. The second
step is to Diagnose the problem definition,
Regulative
creating insights in the origin of the problem. The
Cycle
third step is to develop a Plan on how to
Intervention
Diagnosis
potentially solve the problem diagnosed. The
fourth step is to perform a pilot intervention,
after which the fifth and last step of the cycle is
to evaluate the effects of the pilot intervention.
Plan
The aim is to develop insights in the usefulness
of the intervention. The regulative cycle is
FIGURE 1: REGULATIVE CYCLE (VAN STRIEN, 1986)
applicable to business and social science problems. In Van Aken et al. (2007) the problem statement is
distilled from a problem mess, which also was a starting point in the context of this project since no
specific problem statement was present at the start of the orientation phase. In order to create a starting
point for the project different consultations with the company supervisor (CEO of BAM Techniek), and
university supervisor led to an initial diagnosis. The product was a formulation of the initial problem
statement, which was aimed to develop insight in the problem mess and create a starting point for the
diagnosis step. The initial research problem will be presented in Chapter 2.
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1.2. PROJECT GOALS
A BPS project is aimed at finding a practical solution for a problem in a business context. In line with the
regulative cycle, three project goals are formulated in Text Box 1.
TEXT BOX 1: THE GOALS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

1. Diagnose the business problem, in order to confirm, nuance or reformulate the initial
problem statement.
2. Develop an intervention plan in line with the outcome of the diagnosis with the aim to
create a solution for the business problem.
3. Perform a pilot intervention in real-life with the aim to develop insight in the effects of
the intervention.

1.3. REPORT STRUCTURE
The structure of the report is presented in Table 1, including the steps and goals discussed in the first
part of this chapter. As a starting point for the report the context and problem definition are described in
chapter 2, describing step 1 of the regulative cycle. Next, a summary of the theoretical background
(chapter 3) is presented based on a literature study (Postma, 2012). In Chapter 4 the diagnosis step is
described, using both a qualitative and a quantitative approach. Methods and results in this step will be
described thoroughly. Based on the theoretical background, the intervention plan is described in chapter
5, which entails the application of the Value Crafting. The results of the intervention are discussed in
chapter 6, describing the effects in the context of cross-functional teams at BAM Techniek and BAM
Utiliteitsbouw. The implications for the on-going investigation into Value Crafting will be discussed
separately in chapter 7. In chapter 8, the main conclusions will be presented, including a discussion of
the implications, limitations, and suggestions for further research.
TABLE 1: REPORT STRUCTURE

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8

Chapter name
Introduction
Context and Problem Definition
Theoretical Background
Diagnosis
Plan
Intervention
Evaluation of Value Crafting Intervention
Conclusion and Discussion

Project Goal #

Regulative Cycle
Step 1

Goal 1
Goal 2
Goal 3
Goal 3
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Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

2. CONTEXT AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this chapter the context of this research project is presented, including a company description and a
description of the organization of the collaborative work between BAM Techniek and BAM
Utiliteitsbouw. Furthermore, the problem definition is presented.

2.1. COMPANY DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 2: ORGANIZATIONAL CHART ROYAL BAM GROUP (IN DUTCH).

BAM Techniek is a subsidiary of the Royal BAM Group, which is the largest construction company in
Europe. The BAM Group consists of many different smaller enterprises. Figure 2 shows the
organizational chart of the BAM Group and the position of BAM Techniek (in orange) is represented.
The business strategy of BAM Techniek (BT), in line with the strategy of the BAM Group, is to develop
itself as an installer in the value chain of the building environment. BT can provide development,
realization and management of technical systems. The Operational Plan (2012) described that the
strategic cooperation within Royal BAM Group has a major priority. BT fulfils this role both in integrated
projects with other BAM Group subsidiaries and as an independent company.
BT is a technical installation company that has specialized itself in various disciplines. The organization is
characterized by a decentralized model, consisting of seven regions and two specialist units; Interflow
and Industry. Interflow is a business unit that performs in the niche market of clean room technology
and operating rooms, for which it provides specialized solutions and has established a firm position in
the market. Industry provides total solutions for the industrial segment.

2.2. VISION AND CORE VALUES
The vision of BT as stated in its operational plan (2012) is:
“BAM Techniek wants, as a large integral installation entrepreneur, to contribute to the optimal use of
installation technology for buildings and processes. Based on our core values quality, respect,
collaboration, and innovation we want to distinguish ourselves in a leading way for our clients. Through a
healthy financial return we guarantee our continuity into the future” (BAM-Techniek, 2012)
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The scope of this master thesis project is integrated projects between BAM Techniek (BT) and BAM
Utiliteitsbouw (BU), since the profitability is problematic for some of these teams. Improving the
cooperation between BT and BU is believed to have an important impact on the profitability of both
companies. This is especially relevant in these economic difficult times where the profit margins are
under pressure.

2.3. ORGANIZATION OF WORK IN THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN BT AND BU
Different forms of cooperation can be found between BT and BU, an example of which will be explained
in this paragraph; BAM PPP. PPP type of projects are managed by a cross-functional team (CFT) with
members from both BT and BU. Describing this specific cooperation type provides insight in how the
work is structured in the cooperation between BT and BU.

2.3.1. PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects are close collaborations between the government, BT, and BU.
Hierarchically, BU is the main contractor and BT is a subcontractor. This has historically been a logical
partnership, as until 20 years ago the budget of a construction project consisted for over 90 percent
"bricks and morter" and less than 10 per cent technical installations. Nevertheless, this distribution is
shifted over the last two decades, sometimes even resulting in a fifty-fifty budget allocation.
The three phases of a PPP project are the Tender phase, the Realization phase, and the Management
phase. In the Tender phase, the registration for a project is done and an estimation of the costs involved
is made. In this phase, the budget is divided into two parts (BT and BU). In the Realization phase the
project is extensively prepared after which the realization will take place. In this phase both parties work
on the basis of the agreed budget and are also assessed on this. After the realization phase is finalized
the Management phase is started, during which the building is managed for the users, including hard and
soft services. For example, BT facilitates cleaning services, reception personnel, and security.
The complex contract structure in a PPP cooperation in which both BT and BU play a crucial role can be
typified as a ravel of contracts. This structure is nourished by a history of traditional construction
methods. The ravel of contracts is considered an important obstacle in the cooperation between both
parties. Especially, when one realizes that the recent changes in the distribution of work.

2.4. INITIAL PROBLEM ANALYSIS
The initial problem statement, presented in the next paragraph, is the result of several orientation
meetings with both the company and university supervisor. The initial problem analysis is presented in
Figure 3. A preliminary conclusion was that the difference in disciplinary backgrounds (1) leads to
differences in work methods (4) and different knowledge
2
Cooperation
(3), since BT and BU each perform a very distinct part in
Past
the construction of buildings. The term disciplinary
background is related to the Organizational Culture, since
1
5
Different 4
Disciplinary
Work
Loss of Profit
“each discipline is in effect a different culture, created by
Background
Methods
the values and mores of the profession and reinforced by
its education and practice” (Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter, &
3
6
Differences in
Levitt, 2004, p. 4). So, for this master thesis project it is
Conflicts
Knowledge
important to realize that BT and BU both have a different
disciplinary background, hence a different Subculture
FIGURE 3: INITIAL PROBLEM ANALSYSIS
(Postma, 2012; See chapter 3). In the past, cooperation
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was not considered necessary (2), since BU was main contractor and BT was subcontractor; roles were
hierarchally distributed with explicit responsibilities. When this hierarchy changed, numerous projects
led to disappointing results and conflict situations, since work methods were not aligned. The difference
in knowledge (3) itself is considered a crucial cause of the different work methods (4) existing in both
organizations. The fact that work methods are not alike and synchronized leads to problems such as
conflicts (6) and loss of profit (5). Numerous conflicts were mentioned during the orientation interviews,
mostly about how the teams should perform their work and the distribution of work. Based on the
literature study (Postma, 2012; see chapter 3) it can be concluded that these conflicts are process and
task conflicts. It is likely that low trust plays a significant role in the problems between both parties, and
a focus on this subject should be included in the diagnosis phase.

2.5.

INITIAL PROBLEM DEFINITION

Since the initial problem analysis led to the conclusion that a difference in disciplinary background, hence
potentially a different organizational subculture, the shared field of interest with BAM Techniek is
organizational culture and its influence on organizational performance. Therefore, the initial problem
definition is focused on the influence of organizational culture on the cross-functional cooperation
between BAM Utiliteitsbouw (BU) and BAM Techniek (BT). The core problem resulting from the
orientation phase of this project and subject of this research project is the effect of differences in
organizational subculture caused by the different disciplinary backgrounds of both BT and BU. The goal is
to develop an instrument that can be used to improve this cross-functional cooperation. The problem
statement, jointly developed with the company supervisor, is described in Text Box 2.
TEXT BOX 2: INITIAL PROBLEM STATEMENT

How can the differences in organizational subculture between BT and BU be
managed in order to improve their cooperation and thereby increase performance
and project profitability?

By defining the initial problem for this research project the first stage of the regulative cycle is concluded
(Van Strien, 1986). Chapter 3 contains the main elements of the literature review that was carried out on
the bases of the initial problem analysis. The diagnosis, and second step of the regulative cycle, is
presented in chapter 4.
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3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter an overview of the theoretical background will be presented, including all useful subjects
discussed in Postma (2012). The aim of this chapter is to present all necessary elements from theory in
order to provide a scientific basis for the project.
This chapter is divided into two parts, one containing literature related to the diagnosis phase, and one
containing literature related to the plan and intervention phase. The aim of the chapter is to answer the
following questions:
For the Diagnosis phase:
- What is organisational culture, and what dimensions define organisational culture?
- What types of organisational culture exist, and what does it mean to have a certain type of culture?
- What is a Cross-Functional or Cross-Disciplinary Team?
- How to cope with differences in Organisational (sub-) Culture within a Cross-Functional Team?
For the Plan and Intervention phase:
- What is the Integral Framework, and what is its role within this project?
- What is Value Crafting and how can one apply a value-crafting intervention?
In order to keep a comprehensible flow in this report, background information on different methods
used in this research project will be described in the report chapters where the method is used.

3.1. LITERATURE RELATED TO DIAGNOSIS
3.1.1. ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
One of most cited researchers in recent literature on organizational culture is Hofstede (1980), who was
responsible for a large scale investigation of national cultures within IBM in the 1960s. This research
received a lot of attention, since it was one of the first large-scale investigations on the measurement of
different cultural dimensions across nations. Similar to the investigation of national culture, Hofstede
also investigated organizational culture in 1985 and 1986. This investigation led to a comprehensive
description of organizational culture.
3.1.1.1.
D EFINING O RGANIZATIONAL C ULTURE
Hofstede defined organizational culture as “the collective programming of the human mind that
distinguishes the members of one organization from those of another. Culture in this sense is a system of
collectively held values” (Hofstede, 2001, p. 395) and since this definition is widely adopted in scientific
research, it is also adopted in this research project.
In the last couple of decades different scientists have proposed a variety of dimensions for organizational
culture in order to create a comprehensive model. “One reason so many dimensions have been
proposed is that organizational culture is extremely broad and inclusive in scope” (Cameron & Quinn,
2006, p. 32). In light of this, an effort was made to discover a widely accepted theory on organizational
culture, which resulted in the broadly adopted view on dimensions of organizational culture published by
Hofstede (1991). Hofstede conducted one of the most comprehensive studies in 1985 and 1986 on how
values in the workplace are influenced by organizational culture. This study was conducted in the name
of the Institute for Research on Intercultural Cooperation (IRIC) that compared 20 different
organizational units in Denmark and the Netherlands. This cross-organizational study was used to detect
dimensions of organizational culture, and with the aid of statistical analyses, six bipolar value dimensions
were found. These will be discussed briefly.
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●
Process oriented versus result oriented cultures. In process oriented cultures risks are avoided,
work is executed with a minimal amount of effort and employees experience every day as more or less
the same. This is in contrast to result oriented cultures, where people take risks and feel comfortable in
unfamiliar situations, putting maximal effort into their job and they feel like every day will bring new
challenges.
●
Employee oriented versus job oriented cultures. In employee oriented cultures personal problems
are taken into account, the organization takes responsibility for the employee’s welfare and important
decisions are made in groups. Unlike Job oriented cultures, where a strong pressure is experienced to get
the job done, the organization does not seem to have any interest in the personal and family welfare,
and important decisions are made by individuals.
●
Parochial versus professional cultures. In parochial cultures people feel that norms in the
organization also cover their behaviour at home. People feel that their social background is taken into
account when hired for the job and this culture seems to be short-term oriented. Unlike professional
cultures, where organizations are hiring solely on job competence, are long-term oriented and private
lives are considered the employees own business.
●
Open system versus closed system cultures. In an open system type of culture employees are
open for newcomers and outsiders; they will most likely feel at home within a few days. This is in
contrast to closed system cultures, where employees feel that the organization is closed and secretive,
only very special people will fit the organization, needing more than a year to feel at home.
●
Loose control versus tight control cultures. In loose control cultures people feel that nobody is
thinking about costs, punctuality is low and it is accepted to joke about the company frequently. Unlike
tight control culture, where punctuality is high, people describe their company as cost-conscious and
employees rarely joke about the company.
●
Normative versus pragmatic cultures. In normative cultures people feel that following
procedures is more important than the result, with a high emphasis on business ethics and high work
standards. This is in contrast to pragmatic cultures, where employees emphasize on meeting customer
needs; focus on results rather than on procedures, and in cases of business ethics a pragmatic approach
is taken.
Since this research is focused on two subsidiary companies of BAM Group NV., it is legitimate to ask
oneself if both companies (BT and BU) belong to the same organizational culture.
3.1.1.2.
O RGANIZATIONAL S UBCULTURES
Within organizations different organizational cultures can exist, also referred to as organizational
subcultures, pointing out non-homogeneity of an organizations’ culture. Several small business units
might slightly differ in culture from the overall organizational culture, for example between a Sales
department and a Purchasing department (Hofstede, 2001). This might mean that there can also be
deeper desirable study levels when one is investigating organizational culture. It might be the case that
some characteristics of the organizational culture apply to the organization as a whole, but some might
differ between departments and/or business units (Hofstede, 2001).
The initial problem analysis suggests that a difference in organizational culture might be de root cause of
problems in the cooperation between BT and BU. Since BT and BU are two different companies,
subsidiaries of BAM Group, should they be called a subculture or just two organizational cultures? As
both BT and BU are reasonably big companies, ±1500 and ±1800 employees respectively, and they both
carry out their work independently, it is legitimate to approach both companies as being two different
organizational cultures. Nevertheless, both BT and BU have their vision and strategy aligned with the
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overall vision and strategy of BAM Group. In the light of this, and the fact that “strategy is synonymous
with culture” (Bate, 1994, p. 9), it is concluded that BT and BU both are an organizational subculture.

3.1.2. COMPETING VALUES FRAMEWORK
Besides the previously described dimensions of organizational culture by Hofstede (2001), various
scientists have made an effort towards the development of an organizational culture model. Quinn and
Rohrbaugh (1983) proposed a framework, the Competing Values Framework (CVF). The CVF is presented
in this paragraph, since it is a framework that is suitable to represent an organizations’ culture and the
foundation of an organizational culture measurement instrument used in this research project. The CVF
is found to have a high degree of consistency with well-known and well-accepted theories on the way
people think, their values and assumptions, and the ways in which they process information (Cameron &
Quinn, 2006).
The Competing Values Framework (CVF) consists of
two basic dimensions; organizational perspective and
orientation towards change. Those two dimensions
were identified based on an analysis of thirty-nine
indicators and an effort was made to find the key
factors of organizational effectiveness (Quinn &
Rohrbaugh, 1983; Quinn & McGrath, 1985).
The
‘organizational
perspective’
dimension
differentiates effectiveness criteria that emphasize
an internal orientation, integration, and unity versus
external orientation, differentiation, and rivalry. In
other words, some organizations are viewed as
FIGURE 4: THE COMPETING VALUES FRAMEWORK (CVF)
effective if they have harmonious internal (CAMERON & QUINN, 2006, P. 35)
characteristics, where other organizations are viewed as effective if they are focused on interacting or
competing with others. The ‘orientation towards change’ dimension differentiates effectiveness criteria
that emphasize flexibility, discretion, and dynamism from criteria that emphasize stability, order, and
control. In other words, some organizations are viewed as effective if they are changing and adaptable,
where other organizations are viewed as effective if they are stable and predictable.
The four quadrants shown in Figure 4 were given a name “describing its most representative
characteristics – clan, adhocracy, market, and hierarchy” (Cameron & Quinn, 2006, p. 36). Each quadrant
represents a specific culture type, all four of which will be described next.
3.1.2.1.
T HE F OUR C ULTURE T YPES
Originating from the beginning of the twentieth century, the Hierarchy culture represents the first
approach of organizing business (Weber, 1947). A Hierarchy culture can be described as a formal and
structured workplace, where a member’s actions are directed by procedures. Leaders coordinate,
organize and emphasize a smooth-running organization, held together by regulations and formalized
procedures. Stability, predictability and efficiency are embedded in the long-term vision. A hierarchy
culture can be characterized by doing things right.
A Market culture is a result oriented workplace, where leaders can be typified as tough, demanding and
competing bosses. The organization is kept together with the will to win and a goal-oriented and
competitive vision. Leading the market and staying ahead of the competition is of great importance. The
name market culture is derived from the meaning of the word marketplace, since the organization
operates like a market. With a strong focus on market forces and economy, a market culture
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concentrates on profit, return on investment and an established customer base. “The core values that
dominate market-type organizations are competitiveness and productivity” (Cameron & Quinn, 2006, p.
39). A market culture can be typified by doing things fast.
A Clan culture typically is a personal work environment, where organizational members are open to each
other and leaders are experienced as informal tutors. The long-term vision emphasizes on education and
growth of the organizational members. The organization is held together by loyal employees with high
organizational commitment. Taking part in the organization’s activities and teamwork is key, where
management focuses on empowerment, and loyalty (Lincoln, 2003). A clan culture can be typified by
doing things together.
An Adhocracy type of culture is a dynamic, entrepreneurial, and creative workplace. Organizational
members take risks, and leaders are focused on innovation, and encourage taking risks. The organization
is held together by a focus on innovativeness and it is stimulated to experiment. The organization’s longterm vision includes rapid growth and acquiring new resources. It is a place where “success means
producing unique and original products and services” (Cameron & Quinn, 2006, p. 45). It can be
described as an adaptive, flexible and creative environment. Of course the term ad hoc in adhocracy,
refers to the way work is done. An adhocracy culture can be typified by doing things first.
A summary of the four quadrants of the CVF is presented in Table 2. In this table the link is made
between the quadrant and the theory of effectiveness displaying the driving force behind that specific
type of culture. Dominant values within these types of organizations are built upon this organizational
theory (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
TABLE 2: THE COMPETING VALUES FROM CAMERON & QUINN (2006, P. 46)

Flexibility and Discretion

Value Drivers:

Theory of
Effectiveness:
Culture Type:
Orientation:
Leader Type:

Value Drivers:

Theory of
Effectiveness:

Clan
Collaborative
Facilitator
Mentor
Team builder
Commitment
Communication
Development
Human development and
participation produce effectiveness
Hierarchy
Controlling
Coordinator
Monitor
Organizer
Efficiency
Timelines
Consistency and
uniformity
Control and efficiency with capable
processes produce effectiveness

Culture Type:
Orientation:
Leader Type:

Value Drivers:

Theory of
Effectiveness:
Culture Type:
Orientation:
Leader Type:

Value Drivers:

Theory of
Effectiveness:

Adhocracy
Creative
Innovator
Entrepreneur
Visionary
Innovative outputs
Transformation
Agility
Innovativeness, vision and new
resources produce effectiveness
Market
Competing
Hard Driver
Competitor
Producer
Market Share
Goal achievement
Profitability
Aggressively competing and
customer focus produce
effectiveness

External Focus and Differentiation

Internal Focus and Integration

Culture Type:
Orientation:
Leader Type:

Stability and Control
3.1.2.2.
U SEFULNESS OF THE C OMPETING V ALUES F RAMEWORK
Using this framework provides insight in the organizational culture of an organization. It can potentially
be used to learn more about the organizational culture type an organization emphasizes and what
underlying dimensions are important (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983). The widely adopted CVF is used as a
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basis for different assessment tools. Amongst others Patterson, West, Shackleton, Dawson, & Lawton
(2005) used it to create an organizational climate measure. The fact that a large basis of research can be
found shows that it describes culture in a valid way. However, in what way can the organizational culture
be assessed?, and how would it be useful for an organization to know the type of culture it can be
associated with? An answer to these questions is provided by Cameron & Quinn (2006), who developed
a methodology to assess an organization’s culture. They conducted research on organizational
effectiveness and success. Based on the CVF, they developed the Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument (OCAI). This instrument can be used to measure organizational culture with the aim to make
an organization more effective by changing its culture. This method was used for a quantitative diagnosis
during this project and will be explained in chapter 4 of this report

3.1.3. COMPANY VALUES
The dimension used by Hofstede (2001) and Quinn & Rohrbaugh (1983) are examples of generalized
models to describe organizational culture. These previously described models to describe an
organization’s culture are based on generalized dimensions resulted from the analysis of numerous
cultural dimensions. One can state that these models can be applied to investigate an organization’s
culture, without knowing the organization’s company values.
Nevertheless, most companies formulate value statement, presenting the values on which topmanagement emphasizes. “Every organization is guided by a set of beliefs and values. It is these
“organizational values” that communicate what an organization believes and what it considers to be
important” (Hitt, 1988). The organizational, or company, values communicate what the organizational
culture should be like. They provide direction on the way organizational members carry out their tasks
and thereby they describe a non-generalizable form of an company’s organizational culture.

3.1.4. CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS
Since the projects that BT performs in cooperation with BU are mainly performed in cross-functional
teams, it is important to understand de meaning of cross-functional teams (CFTs). Therefore, the focus of
this paragraph will be on CFTs. In order to apply this knowledge in the context of the graduation project
at BT the CFT in the construction industry is incorporated in this chapter as well.
3.1.4.1.
W HAT ARE CROSS - FUNCTIONAL TEAMS ?
To answer this question it is important to provide the definition of a team or real team. “A team is a
small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, set of
performance goals and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable” (Katzenback &
Smith, 1993, p. 45). Katzenback and Smith (1993) present a distinction between a real team and a highperforming team. A High-performing team meets all conditions of a real team, but in addition the
members of a high-performing team are also committed to the growth and success of other team
members. This distinction is widely adopted in literature (Landale, 1999; Yeatts & Hyten, 1998).
But what if the task-interdependence is high and team members have an expertise in different
functions? This is called a cross-functional team (CTF). A cross-functional team is a group of people with
complementary skills who are chosen to achieve a common goal and are mutually accountable for the
team’s success (Katzenback & Smith, 1993). The difference between a team and a CFT is threefold. First,
members of a CFT often have commitments and accountability outside the CFT, for example another
business unit (Alderfer & Smith, 1982). Second, a CFT is often a temporary team with a specific goal and
time horizon (Denison, Hart, & Kahn, 1996). Third, CFTs are created to reduce cycle time (Pinto & Slevin,
1988).
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Using the CFT structure “potentially shortens the length of time spent in planning and creates
opportunities for joint problem solving” (Zolin, 2004, p. 3). Since in CFTs many tasks are interdependent
and team members highly rely on the functional expertise of each other, trust is specifically important in
this type of teams (Zolin et al., 2004). Trust can be defined as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable
to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action
important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer, Davis,
& Schoorman, 1995, p. 712). Even though CFT members collaborate to achieve shared project goals,
trust is not easily created in a CFT, because of perceived risk and differences between disciplines,
different priorities, and potentially conflicting goals (Jasswalla & Sashittal, 1999)
Due to this need for trust a lot of companies apply mechanisms that minimize the perceived risk involved
in the interdependent structuring of CFTs. In compliance with theories, many organizations use contracts
and other control mechanisms to prevent egocentric behaviours (Williamson, 1975), but in fact
“Legalistic remedies have been described as weak, impersonal substitutes for trust” (Mayer et al., 1995,
p. 710; see also Sitkin & Roth, 1993). As presented in the context chapter (chapter 2), a lot of legalistic
constructed contract forms are used in the cooperation between BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw,
which creates a barrier in the collaborative CFTs.
What are implications of working in CFTs in the construction industry? An answer to this question is
provided in the next paragraph.
3.1.4.2.
C ROSS -F UNCTIONAL T EAMS IN THE C ONSTRUCTION I NDUSTRY
In the construction industry CFTs might especially be challenging, since team members not only do not
have the necessary skills to perform tasks assigned to other team members, but they are even legally not
allowed to substitute for each other (Zolin et al., 2004). Members of a CFT together work on one building
object, with the aim to achieve a shared project goal, for instance within time and budget. Nevertheless,
they also have different functional priorities and objectives based on their different disciplinary
backgrounds. For example, architects focus on aesthetics and a structural engineer focusses on the
structural soundness of the object to be built. “These functional goals often are in conflict and require a
“give and take” type of problem solving to arrive at a solution that will satisfy the project goals as well as
the goals of each discipline” (Zolin et al., 2004, p. 4). It is precisely this “give and take” type of problem
solving which is problematic at CFT in the construction industry, since every function comes with a
specific type of legal responsibility.
As stated before, some companies see a remedy in the application of control mechanisms and contracts,
but this had weak effects (Zolin et al., 2004). In the construction industry, like at the Royal BAM Group,
contracts are used in the everyday work to regulate the multi-disciplinary cooperation. These
mechanisms not necessarily have a positive effect on trust. Nonetheless, if the CFT structure is
performed successfully it is “presumably resulting in buildings that are more attractive, safer, cheaper
and completed sooner” (Zolin et al., 2004, p. 3).

3.1.5. RELATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS
Since the work process at BAM Techniek, subject of this research project, is performed in crossfunctional teams, this paragraph aims to create insight on the topic of organizational cultural differences
and its influence on team processes and performance. Based on their model (Figure 5), which is a
modification of the model by Mayer et al. (1995), Zolin et al. (2004) argued that assessing performance is
difficult when people do not share the same disciplinary expertise.
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FIGURE 5: MODEL ZOLIN ET AL. (2004, P. 5), RELATION BETWEEN CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND TRUST

In CFTs, disciplinary differences may be argued to be even more relevant because of the importance
people place on their own specialization (Schunn, Cowley, & Okada, 1998). “Each discipline is in effect a
different culture, created by the values and mores of the profession and reinforced by its education and
practice” (Zolin et al., 2004, p. 4). For this master thesis project it is important to realize that BT and BU
both have a different disciplinary background, hence possibly a different organizational subculture.
Furthermore, this difference in disciplinary background makes the development of trust between CFT
members even more difficult.
Furthermore, Value Diversity, occurring “when members of a work group differ in their views of what
their real task, goal, or mission should be” (Mannix & Neale, 2005, p. 36), appears to be comparable with
the effects of what Zolin et al. (2004) call Cultural Diversity (Figure 5). Value Diversity appears to have a
negative effect on the perceived trustworthiness.
During the diagnosis phase of this project the Value Diversity between BT and BU became clear. These
will be discussed in the diagnosis chapter of this report.

3.2. LITERATURE RELATED TO PLAN AND INTERVENTION
3.2.1. INTEGRAL FRAMEWORK
A brief description of the integral framework will be provided in this paragraph, since it is the theoretical
basis of Value Crafting (VC). Subsequently, VC will be introduced, which was executed in practice during
the intervention phase.
“The word integral means comprehensive, inclusive, non-marginalizing, embracing. Integral approaches
to any field attempt to be exactly that: to include as many perspectives, styles, and methodologies as
possible within a coherent view of the topic. In a certain sense, integral approaches are “metaparadigms,” or ways to draw together an already existing number of separate paradigms into an
interrelated network of approaches that are mutually enriching.”2 – Ken Wilber
The integral framework is a view on how to arrive at a more holistic interpretation of reality. The work by
Holloway, Van Eijnatten, and Van Loon (2011) provides a comprehensive description of the integral
framework and how it has been used to develop Value Crafting. Defining complexity as “the
simultaneous uniqueness and integration of systems” (Kira & Van Eijnatten, 2008, p. 750), this
complexity perspective (Figure 6) is used as a starting point “to capture the unique adaptations of
organizational values as the elements in a dynamic work design process” (Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van
Loon, 2011, p. 19).

2

http://integralthinkers.com/integral-primer/
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The unit of analysis in this research
as well as in this graduation project
are individuals, teams and the
organisation itself. Based on the
work of Edwards (2008), the
concept of a holon is adopted to
explain the theory and incorporate
these
different
levels
of
aggregation. A holon is a part of a
whole and simultaneously a whole
itself. In this report this approach is
applicable, since the individuals
can be seen as an autonomous
part and are also depending on
their team. Both the team and the
individual are dependent on each
other.
FIGURE 6: COMPLEXITY CONCEPTS (HOLLOWAY, VAN EIJNATTEN, & VAN LOON, 2011, P. 20)

The Integral framework can be described using the four quadrants displayed in Figure 6, where each
quadrant describes a set of resources an individual possesses to achieve a certain goal.
As adopted from Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon (2011, pp. 20-21), these four quadrants can be
described as:
 Agentic Interior (AI), includes resources which address intentions, reflexes, and thoughts (the
consciousness self).
 Agentic Exterior (AE), includes resources which apply to behaviours, physiology, and directed
action (the behavioral self).
 Communion Interior (CI), includes resources which look at worldview, myths, and values (the
meaning-making self).
 Communion Exterior (CE), includes resources associated with social presence, social role, and
activity (the social self)
Edwards (2008) named these four quadrants: the intentional quadrant, the behavioural quadrant, the
cultural quadrant and the social quadrant. The performance of an individual and his/her team is
determined by the least developed quadrant and therefore a focus should be on improving that
quadrant. Two mechanisms play a central role in the process of the integral theory; translation and
transcendence, which will be discussed next.
3.2.1.1.
T RANSLATION
If the resources in a quadrant are well developed but resources in other quadrants are less developed,
than translation can make the experience flow from the well-developed resources to the less developed
ones. This process occurs between or within quadrants and is called translation (Edwards, 2008). The
mechanism of translation can be applied to the performance of teams as well. When a team is successful
in creating resources in one quadrant, it is most likely capable to reproduce this into other quadrants.
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3.2.1.2.
T RANSCENDENCE
The mechanism of transcendence is focused on the ability of a team/individual to cope with a changing
environment (Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon, 2011). Each quadrant can be developed to a certain
degree of development and when the quadrant with the least developed level of resources is developed
to a higher level, the whole will be developed onto a higher level, since the level of development
depends on the least developed quadrant. This developmental growth of a resource is called
transcendence. Transcendence, in other words, potentially makes the individual and team more
competent.
3.2.1.3.
C ONCLUSION
The Integral framework is an over-arching model of human and social development, and can be used to
explain development. It is a view on how to arrive at a more holistic interpretation of reality. The Integral
framework is the basis of the Value Crafting, which will be discussed next.

3.2.2. VALUE CRAFTING
Value Crafting (VC) is “a method to craft work using organizational values in a business context”
(Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon, 2011, p. 18). This method can be applied using the value crafting
cycle, which finds its foundation in the integral-theory framework.
The Value Crafting Cycle (VCC) can be
described as a four step cyclic
intervention process, shown in Figure 7.
In the first step a company value to be
used as the focus of the value-crafting
intervention is selected from a list of
company values (Appendix 1).
The
individual and his/her team interpret the
value and formulate ambitions and
intentions regarding the selected value.
In the second step the specific company
value is used as a basis to set goals and
FIGURE 7: VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLE
change behaviour. This is done on the
basis of the ambitions and intentions regarding this specific value. The ambitions are translated to the
work situation by setting goals with respect to the selected value, after which the goals can be realized
by changing the behaviour. In the third step, using reflection, it becomes clear what the discrepancies
are between the intended behaviour and the actual behaviour. In this way the individuals and the team
create insight in the effects between behaviour and ambitions by discussing the effects of specific
behavioural examples. During this step of the value crafting cycle the individuals gain insight in the
effects of their behaviour and this can be translated into a role description to convince others. In the
fourth and last step the value is adopted based on the reflection and experiences. This can be achieved
by applying the created awareness of one’s optimal role in the team and the role of the team itself.
Through the created insight of the importance and effects of de specific value, the adoption can be
completed, since the usefulness of the value is proven. A summary of the steps in value crafting is
provided in Table 3.
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TABLE 3: STEPS IN VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLE

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Steps in Value-Crafting Cycle
Select and interpret a value
Set goals and change behaviour
Reflect on team actions, performance and behaviour
Adopt and understand the Value






Intentions/Ambitions
Behaviour
Roles
Interiorization of Values

The cycle starts with the first step, since the value
to be crafted must be picked. Afterwards it can be
seen as a continuous process. The steps in the
value-crafting cycle are crucial to adopt a value and
while using the different steps it becomes clear
how a value can be used. This procedure provides a
practical way to operationalize values developed
by top management and facilitate adoption of
these values. The different steps and processes
through an integral lens are presented in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8: VC SEEN THROUGH INTEGRAL LENS, FROM HOLLOWAY, VAN
EIJNATTEN, & VAN LOON (2011, P. 30)

3.3. CONCLUSION
In this chapter an overview of the theoretical background was provided. This chapter was divided into
two parts, one functioning as a basis for the diagnosis phase and the other for the Plan and Intervention
phase of the project.
Next, the diagnosis phase will be presented in chapter 4, consisting of the methodology, analysis, and
results.
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4. DIAGNOSIS
The diagnosis was performed using two different approaches, both a qualitative and a quantitative
approach. Using a qualitative approach will yield valuable information from the people working at BT and
BU, observation, and company documentation. Using a qualitative approach covers only a small group of
employees at BT and BU, therefore it is wise to test these opinions on a larger group of employees. This
was done using a quantitative method, in order to confirm, nuance, or reject the qualitative conclusion.
Therewith, this chapter thus presents how the first goal of this research project was fulfilled; to
“diagnose the business problem, in order to confirm, nuance or reformulate the initial problem
statement” (Text Box 1, page 13).

4.1. QUALITATIVE METHOD: STREAM ANALYSIS
The qualitative approach was used to further investigate the initial problem statement (Text Box 2; page
16). Several interviews with organizational members, company documentation, and observation during
project meetings provided additional information about past and present cooperation projects. Using
these three methods provided a comprehensive basis for this qualitative part of the diagnosis step. An
important question was: how to distinguish all different problems and get a clear view on the causality
among them? A method developed by Porras (1987) provided a great outcome and this method is
presented next.

4.1.1. METHOD: STREAM ANALYSIS
The Stream Analysis developed by Porras (1987) can be used to structure problems in such a way that
core problems can be diagnosed. Problems that come to the surface during interviews, observations, and
in company documentation, are categorized and interconnections are identified. The problem
statements are categorized in different
Stream 1
Stream 2
Stream 3
Stream 4
organizational dimensions, or “streams”. By
analysing the results of these steps of the
= Core Problem
stream analysis process the distinction is made
= Problem
Problem 1
between core problems, problems and
= Symptom
symptoms. While symptoms are highly visible in
the organization, for example conflicts or
Core
Problem 3
Symptom 1
financial results, deeper problems are difficult
Problem
to identify. Since cause and effect relations are
represented by arrows, symptoms will only
have arrows going in, problems will have both
Problem 2
Symptom 2
ingoing and outgoing arrows and core problems
will only have outgoing arrows. The distinction
between a problem and a core problem is that a
FIGURE 9: EXAMPLE STREAM DIAGNOSTIC CHART (PORRAS, 1987)
core problem can be seen as a root cause and a
problem as both an effect and a cause. In the stream diagnostic chart (Figure 9), a graphic result of the
stream analysis is shown.
Different problem stories are the product of this analysis; these can be found by reasoning from
symptoms to underlying core issues. In other words, by following arrows against the current from the
symptoms to the core problems, using the stream diagnostic chart (Porras, 1987). The problem stories
can also be presented in separate stream diagnostic charts, which is a useful representation of all
symptoms, problems and core problems connected to one problem story. The result of the stream
analysis conducted in this project is presented next.
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4.1.2. DATA ANALYSIS
Via thirteen interviews with project managers, directors, and other (former) members of a crossfunctional cooperation between BT and BU (Appendix 2), an elaboration of the initial problem statement
was performed. Company documentation and observation during project meetings also provided
additional information about past and present cooperation projects. Next, the problems detected during
this investigation were categorized.
4.1.2.1.
C ATEGORIZING THE P ROBLEMS
The problem statements resulting from the qualitative investigation were then categorized in different
organizational dimensions. In order to achieve a shared understanding and create a comprehensive
overview of the problems these dimensions, or “streams”, were identified and problems were allocated
in consultation with both the company and the university supervisor. The streams used in this stream
analysis are:
1. Organizational Structure, factors related to the way work is organized in the company.
2. Organizational Culture, factors relating to the way things are done, including collectively held
values.
3. Performance Management, factors relating to the way performance of employees and projects
is rewarded and managed.
4. Social Factors, factors that play a role in the social interaction and cooperation between
colleagues.
5. Organizational Performance, factors related to project outcomes and company performance.
In order to gain insight in the cause and effect relations between different problems, the problems
identified in the cooperation between BT and BU were analysed in consultation with organizational
members as well as with an external consultant. This consultant had been hired by BT several times for
other projects and possessed extensive knowledge about both organizations and their way of working.
Based on these causal relations the next step of the stream analysis was to develop problem stories.
4.1.2.2.
P ROBLEM S TORIES AND C ORE PROBLEMS
In an effort to identify the core problems the next step in the stream analysis (Porras, 1987) is to
describe problem stories, which can be found by reasoning from symptoms back to the core issues that
underlie it. In the Stream Diagnostic Chart (Figure 10) all problems in this chart are numbered and an
explanation of every specific problem can be found in Appendix 3. The stream analysis provides insight in
the core problems of the problem mess and this insight, together with the problem stories are the basis
of the problem definition step in the regulative cycle.
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Problems in Cooperation BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw
Organizational
Structure

Organizational
Culture

Performance
Management

Social Factors

3

= Core Problem

4

12

Social Barriers
in Cooperation
5

Ad Hoc vs.
Structured
6

Traditional vs.
Innovative

Traditional
Structure

Complex
Contract
Structure

7

Driven by
Different
Budget

8

Driven by
Different
Planning

9

19

Delays

13

Will to
Cooperate

20

14

Relationship
Conflicts

Stigmatizing

21

Exceeding
the Budget
15

‘Over the Fence’
Policy

1
10

Divergent Goals
Fixed Distribution
Responsibilities
and Roles 2

Decrease in
Profit

Disciplinary
Background

Role of
Leaders

= Symptom

18

11

Difference in
SubCulture

= Problem

Organizational
Performance

16

Diversity in Skills
and Methods

22

Task & Process
Conflicts

17

Low Trust

FIGURE 10: STREAM DIAGNOSTIC CHART

The three main Problem Stories identified are described next and after the elaboration of the problem
stories a choice was made on which core problem this master thesis would focus.
4.1.2.3.
P ROBLEM S TORY : P ERFORMANCE M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS
This problem story (Figure 11) revolves
Problem Story Organizational Performance Management
around the way the performance of
employees is reviewed and rewarded.
Performance
Organizational
Social Factors
Management
Performance
Obviously, this has a strong influence on the
18
Complex 7
way employees execute their tasks. In the
Decrease in
Contract
Profit
integrated projects where BT and BU
Structure
cooperate to achieve the project goal, the
Driven by 8
19
13
Will to
Different
Delays
work and responsibilities are laid down in
Cooperate
Budget
detailed contracts. This Complex Contract
9
Driven by
14
Different
Structure (7) is a method of dividing work
Planning
Stigmatizing
21
based on the fact that both companies are
Exceeding
the Budget
separate entities and therefore both
10
15
‘Over the fence’
Divergent Goals
companies have their own financial
policy
22
statements. The contracts contain the
Task & Process
16
Conflicts
distribution of the work as well as the
= Core Problem
Diversity in Skills
and methods
budgets both companies have to complete
= Problem
the project at hand. The work of employees
= Symptom
of both companies is thereby Driven by a
Different Budget (8), and also Driven by FIGURE 11: PROBLEM STORY PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Different Planning (9), since both companies have their own tasks which create the need for two
separate time schedules. These Divergent Goals (10) form a huge obstacle in the cooperation between
both parties, who as a result adopt an ‘Over the Fence’ Policy (15), which means that they are
performing their own tasks regardless of the needs of the cooperation partner. If help is needed or
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information is asked from the other party, employees simply do as little as possible, since all the time
spent on helping the partner means less time to perform your own responsibility. This policy, in
combination with the influence of the Diversity in Skills and Methods (16), lead to Stigmatizing (14) the
cooperation party. This stigmatization is very harmful for the Will to Cooperate (13), since at this point
even employees who have never worked with the cooperation partner before will have low expectations
of the cooperation and will not put extra effort in the cooperation to create a give-and-take relation,
which will lead to Delays (19). Furthermore, in this situation, where employees work with other methods
and possess different skills, Task & Process Conflicts (22) are likely to occur. Especially the process type of
conflicts, conflicts about how a certain task should be carried out, has a negative effect on the outcome
and will lead to Delays (19), Exceeding the Budget (21), and Decrease in Profit (18).
4.1.2.4.
P ROBLEM S TORY : O RGANIZATIONAL S TRUCTURE
Over time the construction industry
Problem Story Organizational Structure
developed a certain way of organizing
Organizational
Organizational
work. Even though the market is
Social Factors
Structure
Performance
changing rapidly under the high pace of
18
innovations in the building industry,
Decrease in
= Core Problem
Profit
evidence of the traditional way of doing
= Problem
19
1
business and structuring work can still be
= Symptom
Traditional
Delays
Structure
found within construction companies.
16
22
Especially the Royal BAM Group, which
Fixed distribution
Diversity in Skills
Task & Process
of responsibilities
has grown over time through mergers
and methods
Conflicts
and roles 2
and acquisitions of smaller enterprises,
17
has a rich history in the building industry.
Low Trust
This problem story (Figure 12) revolves
around this topic. Embedded in this
Traditional Structure (1) of organizing FIGURE 12: PROBLEM STORY ORGAINZATIONAL STRUCTURE
work, is a Fixed Distribution of Responsibilities and Roles (2); Both BT and BU have traditionally had a
specific role in the building process. BT was, and still is, seen as the subcontractor and this is not only the
way they are seen by others, but also the way they see themselves. BU on the other hand is seen as the
main contractor. Through fulfilling these roles in the past both companies gained different expertise,
such as commerciality, leading capabilities and serving others. Evidenced by various company
documentation on Lessons Learned this Diversity in Skills and Methods (16) leads to numerous Task &
Process Conflicts (22). Both parties think differently on how the work should be organized as well as
what their role is in the process. With the introduction of the integrative projects between BT and BU the
distribution of the work became less clear, since they sat at the same table discussing the work at hand,
without the leading or serving role necessarily appointed to an employee of BT or BU. The result of this
difficult cooperation was that both parties developed Low Trust (17) in the capabilities of the other
party. Leading to both a Decrease in Profit (18) and Delays (19), where delays possibly lead to high
penalty costs by the client and therefore have a negative effect on the projects profit.
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4.1.2.5.
P ROBLEM S TORY : O RGANIZATIONAL C ULTURE
This problem story revolves around the
Problem Story Organizational Culture
issue of a difference in organizational
Organizational
Organizational
culture (Figure 13). Resulting from the
Social Factors
Culture
Performance
distinctive roles that BT and BU fulfil, they
3
18
11
both developed a different Disciplinary
Decrease in
Difference in
Disciplinary
Profit
SubCulture
Background
Background (11), which can lead to a
4
Difference in Subculture (3). Contrasting
12
19
Role of
Social Barriers
values and the way things are done can
Leaders
Delays
in Cooperation
potentially create a high barrier in the
5
Ad Hoc vs.
cooperation.
20
Structured
= Core Problem
Relationship
At first sight the two subcultures differ on
Conflicts
6
= Problem
Traditional vs.
different aspects like the of Role of
= Symptom
Innovative
Leaders (4), Ad Hoc versus Structured (5)
way of working and a Traditional versus FIGURE 13: PROBLEM STORY ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Innovative (6) view on the work at hand. The result of these differences are Social Barriers in
Cooperation (12), cooperation partners just do not understand each other’s’ view. Because of the
potential value differences Relationship Conflicts (20) are lurking and Delays (19) may also be a direct
result of difficulties in the cooperation. Potential project improvements are not exploited, since both
parties are arguing, resulting in a Decrease in Profit (18).
Based on the organizational core values stated by BT & BU (Table 4) it becomes even clearer that both
companies actually adhere different values. It is observed that none of the values are similar, all though
it should be noted that an overlap in underlying meaning can exist.
TABLE 4: ORGANIZATIONAL CORE VALUES BT & BU

BAM Techniek
Quality
Respect
Cooperation
Innovation

BAM Utiliteitsbouw
Entrepreneurship
Solid
Involvement
Leading
Inspiring
Top management of both BT and BU are convinced that a different subculture exists in both companies
and that something should be done. However, the question remained what it was that would help the
cooperation using more “soft” type of methods besides the procedural or controlling interventions.
Management felt that this research project potentially could contribute to this type of intervention by
finding an answer to this question.

4.1.3. RESULTS STREAM ANALYSIS
During the qualitative diagnosis three different core problems were identified; Organizational Structure,
Organizational Culture, and Organizational Performance Management. During the process of
investigating the problem mess, the company itself was performing an investigation on how to improve
the cooperation between BT and BU in cooperation with an external consultant. The outcome of this
investigation focused on changing both the structure of the cooperation and the performance
management within the cooperation between BT and BU. The intervention that was executed entails
that big integrated projects, like PPP projects, are now executed by both BT and BU are now being
performed in a partnership construction (VOF in Dutch). Consequently, both the Organizational Structure
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and the Organizational Performance Management problem story severely changes. Amongst others
problems from the stream analysis, the Complex Contract Structure (Figure 11) as well as the Traditional
Structure (Figure 12) will potentially change. However, problems stated in the problem story
Organizational Culture (Figure 13) remains the same, in fact it might even evolve, since BT & BU
employees will have to work together more closely. Therefore, the main interest for this master thesis
graduation project of both the company supervisor and the student became the effect of organizational
culture on cooperation performance.
However, an important question that remains is whether there really exists a difference between the
organizational subculture of BT and BU. In order to confirm, nuance, or reject the qualitative conclusion
the next step was to measure the organizational culture at both BT and BU. The method and result of
this are presented in the remainder of this chapter.

4.2. QUANTITATIVE METHOD: OCAI
The goal of a quantitative method is to confirm, nuance, or reject, the outcome of the qualitative stream
analysis. For this purpose an instrument should be used to investigate the difference in organizational
culture between BT and BU. Based on the Competing Values Framework (CVF) (Quinn & Rohrbaugh,
1983; see chapter 3) a measurement instrument was developed by Cameron and Quinn (2006); the
Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI). The OCAI will be explained, after which the
execution and results in this project are presented.

4.2.1. METHOD: ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
By using the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument
(OCAI) the culture within an organization can be assessed in
a valid manner leading to a unique culture profile (Figure
14). OCAI is an assessment tool which has been applied in
over 1000 companies. Using this method, advice can be
given about the transition from the current culture to the
preferred culture. The instrument uses a validated
questionnaire that addresses six key indicators that
influence the effectiveness of the organization. These six
indicators were selected from thirty-nine indicators of
effectiveness using a survey in cooperation with the most
successful companies in the world (including Microsoft,
FIGURE 14: PRESENT AND DESIRED CULTURE PROFILE
Coca Cola and Boeing) (Cameron & Quinn, 2006). In the (CAMERON & QUINN, 2006, P. 107)
OCAI the four types of culture, Clan, Hierarchy, Adhocracy, and Market, are incorporated and based on
the outcome of the questionnaire it can be assessed to what extent the company shows signs of each of
the four main types of culture. Most organizations develop a dominant culture type and changing this
dominant type can provide the opportunity to improve organizational effectiveness.
The six key dimensions of the OCAI as described by Cameron & Quinn (2006) are: Dominant
Organizational Characteristics, Organizational Leadership, Management of Employees, Organizational
Glue, Strategic Emphasis and Criteria of Success. These key dimensions can be described as:
 Organizational Characteristics, can also be described as the Dominant Characteristics of the
organization. It describes what it is like to take part in the organization. Subjects embedded in this
dimension are subjects such as social aspects of the organization as a community. Are members
competitive and willing to take risks, are they friendly and helping each other and/or is the work
process formalized?
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 Organizational Leadership, is described as “The leadership style and approach that permeate the
organization” (Cameron & Quinn, 2006, p. 151). It investigates the role leaders have in the
organization and the characteristics leaders exemplify, for example mentoring, innovation, resultoriented focus or coordinating.
 Management of Employees, describes the way employees are treated and what the working
environment is like. It represents the style by which the work is done, for example high demanding,
teamwork, freedom of employees and predictability.
 Organizational Glue, provides insight in the way the organization is held together, what the bonding
mechanisms are. Aspects like organizational loyalty, commitment to innovation, goal
accomplishment, and formalized rules and policies are four distinctive ways an organization can be
held together. Off course the organizational glue can also be a mix of these four examples.
 Strategic Emphasis, defines what areas of emphasis drive the organization’s strategy. In the OCAI this
item distincts four types of emphasis; human development, acquiring new resources and creating
new challenges, competitive actions and achievement, and permanence and stability.
 Criteria of Success, which describes the determination of how victory is defined and what actions and
results are rewarded and celebrated. Examples are market position, product uniqueness, teamwork,
and smooth scheduling. High performance is different in organizations and it represents a very
distinctive symptom of the organization culture.
When combined, these six dimensions reflect
fundamental cultural values and implicit assumptions
about the way the organization functions. “They
reflect how things are in the organization” (Cameron
& Quinn, 2006, p. 16). Cameron and Quinn (2006)
developed four statements per item, each describing
one of the four culture types for that specific item.
For instance, for the Criteria of Success item four
distinct statements were developed, each describing
an interpretation of what success could mean for an FIGURE 15: OCAI QUESTIONAIRE FOR CRITERIA OF SUCCESS
organization with one specific culture type (Figure 15). (CAMERON & QUINN, 2006, P. 28)
Each of the four statements represents a specific type of culture (A, B, C & D). The respondent is asked to
distribute 100 points over the four different statements, giving a higher number of points to the
statement that is most similar to the organization concerned. For example, using the Criteria of Success
dimension, if one thinks statement A is very similar to the organization concerned, statements B and C
are somewhat similar, and statement D is hardly similar at all, one might give 55 points to A, 20 points
each to B and C, and 5 points to D. the respondent has to be sure that the total equals 100 for each of
the six items. When the average scores for each dimension is calculated, by adding up all 6 scores for A,
B, C & D for all dimensions and dividing by six, a plot can be made (Figure 16).
This plot represents the organization’s cultural profile, which is useful for the visualization of the mix of
culture types. It might also be interesting to plot the average per item, since each plot represents the
culture profile based on a specific dimension. For example, based on the fourth profile (Organizational
Glue dimension) in Figure 17, one can conclude that this organization is held together by “the emphasis
on achievement and goal accomplishment” (Cameron & Quinn, 2006, p. 27).
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FIGURE 16: CULTURE PLOT EXAMPLE (CAMERON
& QUINN, 2006, P. 75)

FIGURE 18: CULTURE PLOT ORGANIZATION’S
CURRENT & PREFFERED CULTURES (CAMERON &
QUINN, 2006, P. 86)

FIGURE 17: AVERAGE PROFILE FOR EACH ITEM ON THE OCAI
(CAMERON & QUINN, 2006, P. 76)

Most organizations develop a dominant culture type and changing this dominant type can provide the
opportunity to improve organizational effectiveness (Schein, 1983). A source of information for potential
improvement may lie within the organization, the experience of the employees and managers. The OCAI
can be used to incorporate this information by measuring the preferred organizational culture and
comparing the current organizational profile with the preferred profile (Figure 18) is an important step in
developing an organizational culture change plan (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
Next, the Organizational Culture analysis as conducted using the OCAI at BAM Techniek and BAM
Utiliteitsbouw is presented. The comparison between current and preferred will be elaborated using the
results from the OCAI investigation.

4.2.2. DATA COLLECTION
During this project the data collection for the OCAI was performed using an online survey instrument3,
since this was the most efficient way of collecting the data. Also, a translated version of the OCAI survey
was available and therefore translating the survey by the student did not have a negative effect on the
validity of the measurement. The respondents included in the OCAI investigation were a representative
selection of all managerial employees of both companies. Using this approach, the assessment of the
organizational culture was expected to result in a representative outcome. Since BT and BU are
companies with a decentralized company structure, all its different regional offices were included in this
assessment. The number of respondents was set at a minimum of 40; nevertheless the aim would be 100
3

http://www.unipark.com/
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since this will provide a clearer picture of the culture profiles. Since, if an organization is willing to
investigate the differences between subcultures a, the statistical power of the research should be taken
into account (Hofstede, 2001).
4.2.2.1.
S ELECTION OF I NVITEES
A careful selection was done of the potential respondents for the OCAI research. Since the company is
organized in several hierarchical levels, decisions had to be made on who to invite for taking part in the
research. Representatives from all departments were invited, since the organizational culture of both BT
and BU are spread throughout the entire organization. Therefore, the following employees were invited:
staff members, project managers, members of the management team, board members, developers, and
coordinators. The number of invitees per department, or organizational level depended on its size. Also
the decentralized structure was taken into account, since most of the employees work in regional offices,
most of the invitees worked in a specific region instead of the headquarters. In total, 280 employees
were invited to take part in the OCAI investigation. Since, the higher the response rate, the higher the
statistical power of the OCAI outcome, it was important to convince all invitees to respond to the
invitation to take part in the research and fill out the online survey. An extensive communication plan
was the basis to achieve this.
4.2.2.2.
P ROCEDURE & C OMMUNICATION P LAN
Performing an investigation of the organizational culture can be seen as a delicate process, since it can
have several unforeseen side-effects. Therefore, one should develop an elaborate communication plan
to approach participants. With the use of different communication channels, the OCAI questionnaire was
promoted, with the support of the board of directors of both BT and BU. In Table 5 the stepwise
communication plan used during the data collection of the OCAI is presented.
TABLE 5: COMMUNICATION PLAN

Date

Type of Activity

Activity by

Company

th

Presentation on MT-Event

Student

BT & BU

nd

Meeting CEO BT & BU

Student

BT & BU

th

November 19 , 2012
November 22 , 2012
November 30 , 2012

Prior notice sent via email

Student

BT & BU

rd

Online survey opened

-

BT & BU

rd

Invitation sent via email

Student

BT & BU

th

December 3 , 2012
December 3 , 2012
December 7 , 2012

CEO BU sent supporting email

CEO BU

BU

th

CEO BT sent supporting email

CEO BT

BT

th

Reminder sent via email

Student

BT & BU

th

Online survey closed

-

BT & BU

December 10 , 2012
December 12 , 2012
December 17 , 2012

The aim of this plan was to start with creating awareness and acceptance throughout the company, since
it could have a positive effect on the number of respondents. Therefore, a presentation was given on the
Management Team Event in November, where this research project was introduced. Afterwards, both
CEO’s were asked to commit to the OCAI investigation and if they were willing to send an email to the
invitees of the corresponding company. Both CEO’s agreed on sending an email to their employees in
order to support the investigation (all email communication can be found in Appendix 6). After selecting
the invitees, a prior notice was sent to make them aware of the OCAI research. The actual data collection
took place from December 3rd until December 18th and several reminders were sent during this period,
which all had a direct effect on the response (Appendix 5).
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4.2.2.3.
T HE OCAI S URVEY
The OCAI survey consisted of several parts which are described in this paragraph. Starting with an
introduction of the organizational culture analysis, where respondents were informed about the scope
and subject of the research. Next, the OCAI survey provided an informed consent (Appendix 7),
informing the participants about legal and privacy issues.
Furthermore, in order to analyse the OCAI outcome and draw conclusions on the level of subsidiary or
departmental level, several background questions were formulated (Table 6).
TABLE 6: BACKGROUND QUESTIONS

Question

Answer

By which subsidiary company are you employed?
Are you working in a regional office or in the headquarters?
Which of the following groups do you belong to?

-

For how long are you employed by BAM?

BAM Techniek
BAM Utiliteitsbouw
Region
Headquarters
Management Team
Staff member
Project management/ coordination/
development/ administration
Other
# Years

These questions were aimed at creating of the possibility to analyse the outcome at different levels. The
complete OCAI questionnaire is presented in Appendix 4.
After collecting the data, the data had to be cleaned using several selection criteria.

4.2.3. CLEANING THE DATA
The total unfiltered response consisted of 250 records, which meant a gross response of almost 90
percent. Since the sample was large enough, list-wise deletion was used to clean the sample, meaning
that all cases with a missing value were deleted. Although this method decreases the statistical power, it
does not bias the data. Because of the use of ipsative scoring, the OCAI questionnaire is quite difficult to
fill in without making small mistakes, since it is using the ipsative scoring. The number of incomplete
records is quite high compared to standard questions, which for example use Likert scaling. A respondent
filling in an OCAI questionnaire tends to drop out quite often, approximately 21 percent in this research.
An imputation method was considered, but the added bias would not have been compensated by the
increase in power. Next, the completed sample needed to be cleaned with the use of selection criteria
(Text Box 3).
TEXT BOX 3: SELECTION CRITERIA FOR RESPONSE

- Is the record completely filled in?
- Is the record correctly filled in?
- Has the respondent selected either BT or BU?
Applying these criteria resulted in an effective total sample of 140 cases (see Table 7). The next step was
to analyse the cleaned sample.
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TABLE 7: TOTAL RESPONSE

Total Invitees
Total Sample
No. of Drop Outs
Completed Sample
No. Deleted Cases
Cleaned Sample

Total #
280
250
56
194
54
140

Percentage
100,00 %
89,29 %
21,20 %
69,29 %
21,60 %
50,00 %

BT #
148
130
35
97
32
65

BT %
100,00 %
87,84 %
26,92 %
65,54 %
24,62 %
43,92 %

BU #
132
118
21
98
23
75

BT %
100,00 %
89,39 %
17,80 %
74,24 %
19,49 %
56,82 %

4.2.4. DATA ANALYSIS
The OCAI investigating outcome was not calculated with the use of the original methods used by
Cameron and Quinn (2006), since an alternative method was found which potentially results in a more
accurate analysis. This recently developed method will be discussed next, after which the result are
presented.
4.2.4.1.
I PSATIVE M EASUREMENT
Data are ipsative if a given set of responses always sums to the same total, like the 100 totals used in the
OCAI questionnaire. The term ipsative is similar to interdependent and refers to some type of
dependency, for example among the variables measured in a survey. Cameron and Quinn (2006) use
arithmetic means data analysis of the OCAI outcomes when calculating the OCAI culture profiles. The
arithmetic mean is the value that is the sum of all values, divided by their number, commonly referred to
as mean. Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark, and Holloway (2013) argue that this method used by Cameron and
Quinn (2006) is inadequate, since it “ignores the ipsative nature of the scores produced by the
questionnaire, and consequently, advocates inappropriate methods for data analysis” (Van Eijnatten,
Van Der Ark, & Holloway, 2013, p. 3). Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark, & Holloway (2013) administer a
statistically more accurate method for the ipsative scoring data. This method implies the use of part-wise
geometric means, meaning the root of the product of all values, resulting in statistically adequate values
for analysis of the OCAI outcomes. Using this method enables a more adequate interpretation of the
OCAI outcomes.
Comparing the values of the current profile with the preferred profile of the OCAI outcomes is a useful
manner to draw conclusions, but caution is needed, since ”data can only be interpreted in terms of
relative information between parts” (Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark, & Holloway, 2013, p. 22).
4.2.4.2.
C ONFIDENCE INTERVALS OCAI OUTCOME
Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark, & Holloway (2013) developed a method to test for difference between the
current and preferred cultural profile, which was not available in existing literature. The method involves
the calculation of a 95% confidence interval for the OCAI statistic. Both the current and preferred parts
of the cultural profile (i.e. clan, adhocracy, hierarchy, and market) are argued not to be equal “only if
both confidence envelopes do not show overlap” (Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon, 2011, p. 19).

4.2.5. RESULTS OCAI
Using this alternative method by Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark, & Holloway (2013) resulted in the graphical
outcome, an example of which (Total Culture BT) is shown in Figure 19. Table 8 presents the part-wise
geometrical means, and the confidence intervals (upper- and lower bound). The numbers in red indicate
that the confidence envelopes do not show overlap, hence a significant cange in cultural profile.
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TABLE 8: OCAI STATISTIC BAM TECHNIEK

Current Total culture Profile BAM Techniek
Clan Adhocracy Market Hierarchy
Lower

0.270

0.169

0.190

0.256

0.219
0.283
Mean 0.306 0.192
0.250
0.315
Upper 0.346 0.215
Preferred Total culture Profile BAM Techniek
Clan Adhocracy Market Hierarchy
0.167
0.198
Lower 0.296 0.234
0.192
0.224
Mean 0.326 0.259
0.218
0.251
Upper 0.360 0.284
FIGURE 19: OCAI TOTAL CULTURE PROFILES BT

Both the table and the figure can be used to analyse the total culture profiles, current (in Red) and
preferred (in blue). If the confidence intervals of both current and preferred profile overlap at the
diagonal axes, no significant difference is found between the profiles. For example, based on the result
of the OCAI at BT it was observed that a significant difference between current and preferred culture
types was measured for Hierarchy and Adhocracy (Figure 19).
The results of the OCAI can be divided into two parts. One, the current culture profile (overall and per
dimension) show how the current culture can be typified. Two, the differences between the current
profile and the preferred profile represent the cultural change preference. Per subsidiary both parts are
discussed in the remainder of this section.

4.2.5.1.
R ESULTS BAM T ECHNIEK
Based on the OCAI outcome the current organizational culture of BT is summarized in Table 9, where
highest means are presented in bold. If all means of a specific dimension are of a similar magnitude,
meaning that the culture profile is more or less a square shape, it reflects that all four culture types are
equally present. Therefore, the most notable means are those which are considerably greater than other
means of the same dimension.
TABLE 9: CURRENT CULTURE PROFILE BT PER DIMENSION

Combining Table 9 with Appendix
10 provides insight in the current
ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 0.262
0.243
0.300
0.195
organizational culture at BT. The
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
0.297
0.261
0.203
0.239
most distinctive characteristics of
MANAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEES
0.320
0.195
0.179
0.306
the organizational culture at BT
ORGANIZATIONAL GLUE
0.369
0.158
0.184
0.289
are measured on the dimensions
STRATEGIC EMPHASIS
0.295
0.199
0.178
0.328
CRITERIA OF SUCCESS
0.270
0.117
0.273
0.340
Organizational Glue, Strategic
Emphasis and Criteria of Success. The Organizational Glue which holds the company together is loyalty
and mutual trust. The commitment of the employees runs high. In the preferred culture profile the
average scoring on this dimension was 0.411 (Appendix 8), which is a remarkably high score. The
company emphasizes on stability and focus on efficiency, control and smooth operations. Furthermore,
the Criteria of Success is defined on the basis of efficiency, where dependable delivery, smooth
scheduling, and low-cost production are critical.
BAM Techniek: Current Profile Means per Dimension
Clan

Adhocracy

Market
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Hierarchy
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FIGURE 20: OCAI OUTCOME BAM TECHNIEK PER DIMENSION

FIGURE 21: OCAI OUTCOME BAM UTILITEITSBOUW PER DIMENSION

Based on the OCAI outcomes it can be concluded that the preferred culture is different from the current
organizational culture. Reflected by the relatively large confidence envelopes (Table 8), the results show
that employees working at BT do not have a strong universal opinion on the difference between current
and preferred culture profile. Nonetheless, the results show statistically significant differences in the
Hierarchy and Adhocracy quadrants of the CVF. Despite the fact that the differences are not very large, it
can be concluded that the employees at BT want to be more of an Adhocracy type of culture in the
future and less of a Hierarchy type of culture. By analysing the underlying dimensions as described in
paragraph 4.2.1., one can discover which dimensions are particularly responsible for that. In Figure 20
the current and preferred profiles are presented for each dimension. All confidence intervals and means
of the OCAI outcome at BT are presented in Appendix 8. In Appendix 10, a four by six matrix is provided,
showing the four culture types and the six dimensions, where only the significant OCAI statements are
coloured. From this matrix it can be distilled that BT wants to be more dynamic and entrepreneurial, and
employees want to take more risks. Furthermore, the employees of BT want the leadership in the
organization to be less aggressive and results-oriented (Table 10). Where A, B, C, and D stand for Clan,
Adhocracy, Market, and Hierarchy, respectively.
TABLE 10: BT SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CURRENT AND PREFERRED CULTURE PROFILE

Less

More
The organization is a very dynamic and
entrepreneurial place. People are willing to stick
their necks out and take risks. (B)

Dominant
Characteristics
Organizational
Leadership

The leadership in the organization is generally
considered to exemplify a no-nonsense,
aggressive, results-oriented focus. (C)

Although the OCAI outcomes at BT show relatively little significant results, the results show less
Hierarchy and more Adhocracy in the total culture profile (Figure 19).
4.2.5.2.
R ESULTS BAM U TILITEITSBOUW
Based on the OCAI outcome the current organizational culture of BU is summarized in Table 11, where
highest means are presented in bold. Combining Table 11 with Appendix 10 provides insight in the
current organizational culture at BU. The most distinctive characteristics of the organizational culture at
BU are measured on the dimensions Organizational Glue, Management of Employees, and
Organizational Characteristics. Like at BT, the Organizational Glue which holds BU together is loyalty and
mutual trust. The commitment of the employees runs high. The management style at BU is characterized
by teamwork, consensus, and participation. The organization can be characterized as a very controlled
and structured place. Formal procedures generally govern what people do.
TABLE 11: CURRENT CULTURE PROFILE BU PER DIMENSION

Current Profile BAM Utiliteitsbouw per Dimension
ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
MANAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEES
ORGANIZATIONAL GLUE
STRATEGIC EMPHASIS
CRITERIA OF SUCCESS

Clan

Adhocracy

Market

Hierarchy

0.205
0.277
0.338
0.373
0.265
0.191

0.227
0.253
0.194
0.189
0.226
0.149

0.307
0.240
0.195
0.191
0.222
0.321

0.261
0.230
0.273
0.248
0.287
0.339
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Furthermore, the results show that employees working at BU prefer a less Hierarchy and more
Adhocracy culture (Figure 22 & Table 12). Confidence envelopes are rather small, which means that
estimated profiles are probably close to the population values, which can be used by management as
input for an organizational culture change plan.
TABLE 12: OCAI OUTCOME BAM UTILITEITSBOUW

Current Total culture Profile BAM Utiliteitsbouw
Clan

Adhocracy

Market

Hierarchy

Lower

0.250

0.189

0.221

0.252

Mean

0.272

0.207

0.245

0.276

Upper

0.295

0.225

0.271

0.298

Preferred Total culture Profile BAM Utiliteitsbouw
Clan

Adhocracy

Market

Hierarchy

Lower

0.260

0.273

0.212

0.171

Mean

0.281

0.296

0.234

0.190

Upper

0.301

0.318

0.257

0.210
FIGURE 22: OCAI TOTAL CULTURE PROFILES BU

A significant difference between the current and the preferred culture profiles was measured in the
Adhocracy quadrant of the CVF. This means that the employees at BU want to be more of an Adhocracy
type of culture in the future and less of a Hierarchy type of culture. As can be observed in Figure 21,
where the OCAI profiles per dimension are shown, the outcomes show quite some significant differences
at the level of the OCAI dimensions. Based on the OCAI outcomes (Appendix 9) and the four by six
matrices (Appendix 10) different conclusions can be drawn, which are summarized in Table 13.
TABLE 13: BU SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CURRENT AND PREFERRED CULTURE PROFILE

Dominant
Characteristics
Organizational
Leadership
Management of
Employees
Organization
Glue

Less

More

The organization is a very controlled and
structured place. Formal procedures generally
govern what people do. (D)
The leadership in the organization is generally
considered to exemplify a no-nonsense,
aggressive, results-oriented focus. (C)
The management style in the organization is
characterized by security of employment,
conformity, predictability, and stability in
relationships. (D)
The glue that holds the organization together is
formal rules and policies. Maintaining a smoothrunning organization is important. (D)

The organization is a very dynamic and entrepreneurial
place. People are willing to stick their necks out and
take risks. (B)
The leadership in the organization is generally
considered to exemplify entrepreneurship, innovation,
or risk taking. (B)
The management style in the organization is
characterized by individual risk taking, innovation,
freedom, and uniqueness. (B)
The glue that holds the organization together is
commitment to innovation and development. There is
an emphasis on being on the cutting edge. (B)

4.2.5.3.
C OMPARISON OF R ESULTS BT AND BU
In the light of this research project it is interesting to compare both OCAI outcomes, since the aim of the
OCAI investigation was to find out if the subcultures of BT and BU are different. Although the one-on-one
comparison of both cultural profiles is technically not possible, in Figure 20 and Figure 21 one can
observe that most of the figures per specific dimension show a similar profile. It can be concluded that
both total culture profiles measured at BT and BU (Figure 19 & Figure 22) share some similarities as well.
Both subsidiaries want to see an organizational culture with more characteristics of the Adhocracy type
of culture and less of a Hierarchy type.
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The only statistical sound conclusion drawn from the comparison of the cultural profiles is that BU has a
smaller spread in the survey outcomes than BT. This may be caused by several reasons, but they remain
unclear.

4.3. CONCLUSION
This chapter described what methods were used to “Diagnose the business problem, in order to confirm,
nuance or reformulate the initial problem statement” (Text Box 1, Page 9).
The diagnosis plan consisted of two steps using both a quantitative and a qualitative method. The
qualitative method was done using a stream analysis (Porras, 1987), which provided insight in the core
problems. During the qualitative diagnosis three different core problems were identified; Organizational
Structure, Organizational Culture, and Organizational Performance Management. Since several
management interventions focussing on Organizational Structure and Organizational Performance
Management were developed at that time, it was decided that this research project would focus on the
problem story Organizational Culture (Figure 13) and its effect on the cooperation performance. Based
on the different company values adhered by BT and BU it was presumed that the organizational
subcultures of both subsidiaries were also different.
The quantitative method used in this project consisted of a small-scale organizational culture
assessment, using the OCAI developed by Cameron & Quinn (2006). The aim of this quantitative
approach was to assess the organizational subcultures within both BT and BU, and therewith confirm,
nuance or reformulate the qualitative diagnosis. Although it is technically not possible to compare both
cultural profiles resulting from the OCAI analysis, it was notable that both BT and BU want less of a
Hierarchy and more of an Adhocracy type of culture. Another conclusion drawn from the OCAI result was
that the cultural profiles of BT show more variability then the ones of BU.
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5. PLAN
Even though both the qualitative and the quantitative diagnosis seem to reveal somewhat contradictory
outcomes, the conclusion can be drawn that organizational cultures are comparable, but the company
values are different (see Appendix 1). Therefore, the plan for redesign presented in this chapter is
focussed on the operationalization of the shared company values. The aim is to develop an improvement
instrument for the cooperation between BT and BU, which can be used in the cross-functional teams.
Therewith, this chapter thus presents how the second goal of this research project was fulfilled; to
“Develop an intervention plan in line with the outcome of the diagnosis with the aim to create a solution
for the business problem” (Text Box 1, page 13).
In this chapter the developed Model for Redesign is described and the methodology of the intervention
is presented in section 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. In section 5.3 the intervention developed during this
research project is presented. The last step during the plan phase was to select an integrated project
team for the intervention phase, which is explained in the section 5.4.

5.1. MODEL FOR REDESIGN
When a cross-functional team conducts an integrated project, the different adopted values of the team
members may cause severe problems in the cooperation (see Figure 13, page 31). Therefore, the
proposed research design will be aimed at increasing the level of shared adopted values. The method
suggested in this plan for redesign, in order to achieve this increase in adopted values, is named Value
Crafting (Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon, 2011; Van Loon, 2010) and it can be used to
operationalize organizational values. Nevertheless, research on the basic understanding and practical
usability of this tool should still be done (Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van Loon, 2011). An investigation of
literature on value crafting and its effect on the adoption of values was presented in paragraph 3.2.2.
Based on this theory and the outcome of the diagnosis, a model for redesign was developed, which is
presented in Figure 23.
The proposed research design of this project can be explained by starting with the process of changing
organizational culture, which is presented in the upper section of the figure; the Management level.
Organizational values are developed and expressed by a company’s top management (Hofstede, 2001)
and the adoption of the
values represents the actual
Management
Developed and
Level
Measured with OCAI
change process. As discussed
expressed by
topmanagement
Organizational
Organizational
previously,
the
actual
(Sub-) Culture
Values
organizational (sub-) culture
Project
was measured using the OCAI
Level
in the diagnosis phase.
Adoption of
On the project level, the level
Values
of cross-functional teams, it is
Improve
Cooperation
important to have a shared
understanding of how things
Shared and
Unshared Values
are done in the project. The
Company Values
and OCAI results
as input
challenge in this cooperation
seems to be the different
Improve adoption
Value Crafting
work methods based on the
of Shared Values
difference in disciplinary
background and different
FIGURE 23: MODEL FOR REDESIGN
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organizational values. The BAM Group has a set of corporate values which they communicate with the
board of directors of BT and BU. Both boards have developed their own business strategy and
organizational values which they communicate with their company. Efforts made to stimulate the
adoption of values are crucial and therefore play a central role in the plan for design.
Based on the shared and unshared values a project team will encounter problems in the cooperation
process. Therefore, this plan for design entails a value crafting intervention on the basis of both the
company values formulated by BT and BU as well as the outcome of the OCAI analysis. The aim of this
intervention is to help project teams to operationalize shared values and therewith reduce the number
of problems in the cooperation process. It was intuitively predicted that by improving the basis of
adopted shared values, the cooperation would improve using the mechanism embedded in value
crafting. To clarify the model of redesign the CIMO logic is presented next.

5.1.1. CIMO LOGIC
The Design Science Research (DSR) approach by Denyer, Tranfield, & Van Aken (2008) for developing
design propositions provides a structured method to formulate the logic of the research design (Table
14). In contrast to Mode 1 research, where a researcher tends to focus on the discovery of general causal
relationships among variables (e.g. ‘If X and Y, then Z’, or: ‘X is negatively related to Y’), in DSR a
researcher investigates a certain CIMO-logic. The CIMO-logic describes in what Context a specific
Intervention, using specific Mechanisms, would lead to a specific Outcome.
TABLE 14: CIMO LOGIC OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN

C

The Problematic Context

I

The Intervention Type

M

The Generative Mechanisms

O

Desired Outcome

CIMO - Logic
In the context of employees from two different business units working
together in a cross-functional team setting, where both business units
developed very different disciplinary backgrounds over time, leading to
different ways of working and different organizational subcultures,
encountering problems in the cooperation, including stigmatization, low trust
and conflicts.
Applying the concept of Value Crafting in a workshop type of instrument,
putting a focus on the improvement of the cooperation.
Using the mechanism of translation and transcendence, Value Crafting can be
applied to increase the level of shared adopted values.
Improved cooperation will decrease the number of conflicts and will lead to a
more efficient cooperation process potentially resulting in higher profits.

Next, the intervention method will be described in the context of this research project.
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5.2. VALUE CRAFTING IN PRACTICE
For a scientific theory to be adopted within a business environment it is crucial to create a
comprehensive description of the applied theory, and a stepwise procedure describing how to
successfully apply the theory. Based on the work by Van Loon (2010) and Holloway, Van Eijnatten, & Van
Loon (2011), in which the Value-Crafting (VC) intervention was conducted and analysed, this paragraph
describes the goals of the intervention.

5.2.1. VALUE-CRAFTING GOALS
The goals of a VC intervention are threefold and are presented in Text Box 4.
TEXT BOX 4: GOALS FOR VC WORKSHOPS

- Better understand the usefulness of organizational values.
- Learn how to value-craft in order to get better personal perceived work performance and
satisfaction in the work environment.
- Learn how value crafting can be used in participative/collaborative work in the organization.
Through the achievement of these goals it was intuitively predicted that the cooperation between BT
and BU at cross-functional team level could be improved. At this level, the application of Value Crafting
could lead to a better understanding of each other’s values, since BT and BU are two different companies
with different organizational values. Searching for shared values and crafting these values into the
teamwork process will enable teams to improve perceived work performance and satisfaction in the
work environment. In the context of this research project it is important to get people to think in the
same direction and thereby jointly focus on the teamwork at hand. Based on these goals, a plan to
perform the VC intervention was developed and the outcome will be described in chapter 6.
In order to determine if the intervention worked in terms of goal attainment and desired ultimate
outcome it is crucial to formulate the criteria for success.

5.2.2. CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The desired ultimate outcome of this research project is to develop an instrument with which the crossfunctional cooperation in integrated project teams with BT and BU can be improved. Obviously, the
timespan of this project is too short to apply an instrument company-wide; therefore the aim is to
perform a pilot of the intervention at one integrated project team.
If the Value Crafting intervention is performed at an integrated project team at BAM the outcome should
be in line with the overall goal of this research project. For this reason, three criteria for success were
stated and these are presented in Text Box 5. These criteria form the basis of the evaluation in chapter 7.
TEXT BOX 5: CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS

- Create an open dialogue on the topic of company values
- Successfully teach the team how to craft values into the work process, using the ValueCrafting Cycle
- Attain the team’s confidence they can use Value Crafting to improve their cooperation by
getting themselves to think in line with each other
The value-crafting method was developed by Holloway et al. (2011), who is an important source of
knowledge during this project. Furthermore, Van Loon (2010), who was coached by Holloway, conducted
the VC intervention in his graduation project. To learn from this experience, a meeting was set up with
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Van Loon with the aim to learn from his practical experience. The next paragraph will describe the
lessons learned as an additional source of input before setting up the workshop content.

5.2.3. VALUE-CRAFTING: ADVICE FROM PRACTISER
Van Loon (2010) conducted the VC intervention in two research and development teams. The most
challenging part of that project was to build the bridge between theory and practice. The two teams with
which Van Loon conducted the workshops were quite different in some aspects, but they all had trouble
to understand and use the VC cycle. The most important advice Van Loon provided, was to make the
workshop as relevant as possible, so that the team would understand the practical implications during
the workshops. Whenever the participants lost the sense of relevance, they would lose their interest and
wander off. One method to prevent this was to attach every activity to the overall goal of the workshops
(Text Box 4).
Another method was to attach the workshop goals to the team as well as to the organizational goals.
Sometimes conflicting goals can surface and ignoring this will not benefit the workshop outcome. Goals
can be related to cost, time and quality, which almost always are in conflict with each other. According to
Van Loon, openness is the key to success during the meetings and should be promoted at all time.
Another lesson learned by Van Loon (2010) was to make every workshop as practical and specific as
possible. In this way all participants will be able to follow the value-crafting steps. This was the most
difficult part for Van Loon, since it was a pilot, and no prior knowledge was available.
Most importantly, the translation of the VC theory should be applied in a very practical manner, which
was the starting point of setting up the workshops and workshop materials, including all terms and
figures.

5.3. VALUE CRAFTING AT BAM
Based on the VC intervention4 developed by Holloway et al. (2011), which consists of four workshops, a
manual by Holloway (2013) was tailored by the student to fit the context at BAM. This tailored plan for
the Value-Crafting intervention is presented in this paragraph, describing the objectives, content and
planning, methods, and intended outcome. Each workshop represents one step of the VCC. Workshops
do not necessarily take place on different days, but some can be combined.

5.3.1. INTERVENTION STRUCTURE
Since the remaining time for this master thesis project was limited, it was decided that the workshops
would be performed in two, instead of four, parts, separated by six working days. The first session
consisted of the first and second workshop and the second session consisted of the third and fourth
workshop. The planning in which the workshops took place is presented in Table 15.
TABLE 15: PLANNED INTERVENTION STRUCTURE

Date
Time
Location Covering
Session 1 21-02-2013 10:00 – 12:30 Bunnik
Workshop 1 & 2
Session 2 01-03-2013 11:00 – 13:30 Bunnik
Workshop 3 & 4

5.3.2. VALUE-CRAFTING SESSION 1
As previously discussed, it was crucial to make the workshops as practically relevant as possible;
participants should understand every step. In order to achieve this, it was decided not to incorporate a
presentation about the theory of value-crafting, e.g. integral theory, holon, translation and
4

This instrument is developped at Eindhoven University of Technology, author S.S. Holloway. For use of this instrument, please contact S.S.
Holloway, or F.M. van Eijnatten (TU/e, department of industrial engineering and innovation sciences, Human Performance Management Group)
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transcendence. The main focus was to “understand how it works” not to “understand why it works”. The
focus was on practicing value crafting.
The first session at BAM consisted of two VC workshops, interrupted by a (coffee) break (Table 16).
TABLE 16: PLANNING SESSION 1

Value-Crafting at BAM Session 1
Introductory Presentation
Workshop 1
Break
Workshop 2
Recap Session 1

10 min
60 min
15 min
60 min
10 min

5.3.2.1.
I NTRODUCTORY P RESENTATION
The introduction of the first session would consist of a short, popular style presentation about the
facilitator and this master-thesis project, focussing on the diagnosis and the plan for redesign.
A presentation of the steps taken during the research project, the regulative cycle, provided a
comprehensive starting point for the value-crafting workshops. The outcome of the Organizational
Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI) study conducted at BT and BU was also incorporated, in order to
provide insight in the diagnosis phase, to clarify the purpose of the workshops and to create enthusiasm
in the group.
5.3.2.2.
W ORKSHOP 1: S ELECTING C OMPANY V ALUE
As the workshops were focussed on the practical relevance of VC, the theoretical framework would only
be addressed lightly during the first meeting. For the participants to engage in the workshop, it would be
very important to create an open atmosphere in which it was accepted to ask questions whenever a
question came to mind. The facilitator was aware of the lack of theoretical background of the
participants and therefore provided comprehensible examples in order to keep the participants engaged.
By using the specific terms, such as intentions, translations, behaviour, etc. a shared language was
created, which was of great importance in the process of value-crafting. The intervention was aimed at
the adoption of Value Crafting by the participants and mastering the practical steps of VC.
At the start of this first workshop a mini lecture would be given on the value-crafting cycle, focussing on
the steps and translations between the steps. After this, the first step of the value-crafting cycle would
be performed. This involved the selection of a company value and development of a shared meaning for
this value, which was the subject of this VC intervention.
Objectives
The aim of the first workshop would be to present and familiarise the participants with the value-crafting
cycle and create a shared language using practical terms. After the first workshop the participants would
be able to explain what VC is, and why to use VC. It would not be important for the participants to learn
the terms by heart, but it should make the participants aware of the theoretical background. In my
opinion this would help to convince the participants of the practical usefulness of VC. Furthermore, the
presentation would emphasize the translation between the steps of the VC cycle, showing participants
how to move from step to step by providing realistic life-like examples.
Content & Planning
The workshop would take approximately 60 minutes and consist of three stages: a) Introduction on VC;
b) Selecting a company value and formulating the meaning of this value; c) Recap and summarizing
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results of the workshop. As previously discussed, the introduction would entail a mini lecture on VC in
practice, presenting what VC is, and how it works. Obviously, it is very important to emphasize the
overall goal of the workshops: the adoption of shared values in order to empower the cooperation
between BT and BU.
Methods
During this first workshop the group would be asked to participatively create a shared meaning of a
chosen company value. This would entail a group discussion on the group’s intensions and ambitions
with regard to the specific company value. During the workshop, participants should discuss in pairs two
questions: 1) What value should be picked based on the nine core company values formulated by BU and
BT management (Appendix 1)? This can be a self-chosen word, combining several core company values.
2) What is the meaning of this value in your opinion? After each question, discussed in pairs, a consensus
will be sought using a group discussion.
Intended outcomes
The first intended outcome would be a selected company value and intentions based on this value. For
example: the value commitment, with the intention to feel committed to the success of the project at
hand. Picking the value is the first step of the value-crafting cycle, after which the formulation of the
intentions connected to this value should be done by each individual.
Both the value and the intentions would be the product of a group discussion during this workshop and
would also be the input for the next workshop. Therefore it is important to formulate statements
regarding the intentions and ambitions, participatively. Another intended outcome of this workshop
would be for participants to know what VC is and that they have adopted a shared language on the
subject using practical terms. Every participant should know the four steps in value crafting, and to
encourage the learning, every participant would receive a short hand-out with a description of value
crafting and a workshop booklet with a visual representation of value crafting (Appendix 1). It would be
encouraged that participants think about the chosen company value in relation to their everyday work.
5.3.2.3.
W ORKSHOP 2: S ETTING G OALS AND C HANGE B EHAVIOUR
In this intervention pilot, workshops 1 and 2 would take place on one day, which provides the advantage
of all VC experience in workshop 1 being in the front of the mind. Nevertheless, it would be important to
constantly refer to prior presented topics like the overall goal of the workshops (Text Box 4, page 45) and
the steps of crafting values (Figure 6). If workshops 1 and 2 are on separate days it would be important
to start workshop 2 with a recap on VC and the selected company value and its participatively
formulated meaning.
This workshop would focus on the second step of the VC cycle, using several realistic scenarios to build a
bridge between theory and real-life situations.
Objectives
This workshop would focus on reinforcing the knowledge provided in workshop 1. The emphasis would
be on the transitions between the steps in the VC cycle, e.g. how to go from step to step. Using the value
selected during workshop 1, this workshop would bring the participants to the next quadrant of the
integral framework by setting goals and change behaviour for the selected company value. It would be
crucial to teach the participants how to formulate goals and discuss their behaviour.
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Internal

External

Content & Planning
After a repetition of the outcome of workshop 1, the first part of the presentation would emphasize the
transitions between the steps of VC, showing participants how to move from step to step by providing
realistic life-like examples. Using examples will make apparent how the formulation of the four
quadrants could look like, which is crucial for the participants to really engage in the workshop.
Interpretation
In order to achieve the objectives set, the group of
participants will collaboratively (as a group or in pairs)
Intentions
Behaviors
create a scenario for a Value-Crafting intervention
using their real-life company specific experiences. This
scenario will have to be realistic in order to be
successful, and it would be very important to
participatively create it and encourage everyone to
contribute. In order to help the group, the facilitator
Values
Roles
will present an example scenario. The created scenario
Adoption
would have to be based on every-day experience,
FIGURE 24: THE QUADRANTS OF THE INTEGRAL FRAMWORK
focussing on recognisability where team members
should be able to personify with the characters in the scenarios. This “scenario experience” then would
be used to bring the VC knowledge into action with the aim to create experience in the formulation of
specific examples into the four VC quadrants (Figure 24). This experience will help the participants to
understand how VC works and how they can use it to adopt values in their everyday work. This method
would be used in order to get participants to understand and adopt perspectives of the organization in
playful and interactive way.
Next, the experiences from the scenarios should be used to collaboratively formulate a goal and change
behaviour for the value picked during workshop 1. To finish this workshop, a recap would be provided by
the facilitator and participants would be asked to think about the change behaviour during their work.
What behaviour was found to be positive in terms of goal achievement and what behaviour or actions
are hindering it? This question would be an important basis for next meeting.
Training methods
This workshop will entail a combination of presenting VC theory and working in groups as well as
individually. Using the VC scenarios would create awareness of why VC can add value in the adoption of
company values in the work process.
Intended outcomes
The intended outcome of this workshop would be to repeat prior knowledge from workshop 1 and to
proceed to the next step of VC. Participants would learn more about the transitions in VC and together
further develop their shared language on the subject. Furthermore, the group would learn that VC can
help forming company values into specific tangible goals to incorporate the value in the work process
and behaviour. The facilitator should keep the overall goal in mind: To direct people to use
organizational values in their work. The VC cycle is the instrument and participants should learn the steps
by heart and the facilitator should constantly try to find ways to help the participants, e.g. memory aids.
At the end of the first session the participants would receive a homework assignment (Appendix 11) and
would be asked to fill in a post-survey (Appendix 13). The homework assignment would entail that
participants to select two or three specific activities (or meetings) in which they would bring their value
and their intention into practice by changing their behaviour.
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5.3.3. VALUE-CRAFTING SESSION 2
This session would consist of two parts focussing on the third and fourth step of the value-crafting cycle,
respectively. As previously discussed, it would be crucial to make the workshops as relevant as possible;
participants should understand every step. Also in this second and last session the main focus would be
on practicing value crafting. At the start of this session the participants would receive visual aids for the
session, e.g. time schedule, content and outcome of the first session. The overall planning of this session
is shown in Table 17.
TABLE 17: PLANNING SESSION 2

Value-Crafting at BAM Session 2
Introduction Session 2
5 min
Workshop 3
60 min
Break
15 min
Workshop 4
60 min
Recap on Value Crafting: Lessons learned
10 min
The introduction of this second session would consist of a short presentation about the previous session,
including its outcome. The aim of this presentation would be to get participants into the “value-crafting”
mode. After this introductory presentation, a short discussion would take place about the participants’
experiences and aiming at clarifying the purpose of the workshops. After which the participants would
be asked to answer the question: “What is your opinion on the usefulness of VC?” Next, the third
workshop would start.
5.3.3.1.
W ORKSHOP 3: R EFLECT ON P ERFORMANCE
The third workshop of this intervention would focus on the third step of value-crafting; reflect on
performance. The aim would be to gain insight in the effects of the first session (the first and second
workshops), and in what way did it influence the participant’s displayed behaviour in between the two
sessions.
Objectives
The aim of this workshop would be to create skills as a group as well as individually on how to apply VC
for the benefit of personal and team agendas. Obviously, applying the prior experiences from workshop 1
and 2 would be crucial. The facilitator would try to help the participants to identify common challenges
associated with culture and communication. Another goal would be to fulfil the third step of the VC
cycle. Reflecting on performance would provide insights in what factors or challenges are hindering the
realization of targets. Next, the hindering factors would be discussed with the aim to provide solutions in
order to achieve the goals set.
Another important target of this workshop should be to create awareness of past and present behaviour
relating to the company value picked for this VC cycle. Participants should be able to recognize if certain
type of behaviour is in line with the goals set during the workshop 2.
Content & Planning
Starting with a short recap of workshop 1 and 2 would freshen up the memory of all participants, after
which the facilitator would provide a presentation on organizational culture and communication with the
aim to create openness on the subject of cultural perspectives within BT and BU. A short group
discussion on the subject of “How things are done” would create awareness of some different ways of
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thinking within both organisations. The aim is to create two lists of keywords about the organisational
culture of BT & BU.
Next, experiences would be exchanged on how the goal, intentions and behaviour from previous
workshops were shaped into work. The homework assignment from last meeting would provide a basis
for a lively reflection on outcomes of certain behaviour since last session. The aim would be to find out
what behaviour was constructive in achieving the goals and what things or actions were hindering the
goal attainment; including people, settings and other hindering factors.
The last topic of this session would be “Roles”, which would also be the starting point of the next and last
workshop. Based on the reflection, key aspects of their roles as a team as well as individuals would be
formulated.
Training methods
Individual and group work would be done during this workshop in order to reflect on the effects of the
VC. Brainstorming and discussion would provide the group with insights on how they can benefit from VC
in their teamwork as well as their individual work. Reflecting on behaviour would create a learning effect
and sharing thoughts would create an open basis to perform as a team. The reflection would be based on
the homework assignment and on real-life experience between the two VC sessions. Sharing ideas and
reflections would be the bases on formulating factors hindering the goal achievement.
Intended outcomes
Participants should have learned what behaviours are effective in terms of achieving the goal set in
workshop 2. The bases to think about Roles should be created during this workshop. A key goal is to
create a learning experience which can easily be translated to the real-life work situation. Participants
should be able to formulate Roles based on the reflection, and they should understand what the Role of
the team is when it comes to this specific value.
5.3.3.2.
W ORKSHOP 4: A DOPT C OMPANY V ALUE
This workshop would be all about crafting values, since the real-life VC outcomes would be discussed.
Also, this workshop would provide the facilitator with knowledge on how to improve the VC
intervention.
Objectives
Real-life outcomes would be discussed with the aim to experience the effects the VC intervention had on
the teamwork. Lessons learned during workshop 3, the roles, would be the basis of this workshop. This
workshop would have to answer all remaining questions that participants might have and together with
the facilitator key benefits would be discussed. The goal is to create a lasting effect of the intervention by
providing a summary on how this workshop cycle added value to the team performance. The participants
should share their doubts as well. The most important objective would be to remove doubts on VC and
to learn more about the team’s role in spreading the value throughout the organisation.
Content & Planning
After a short recap of the roles discussed during workshop 3, most of this workshop would have a focus
group type of set up. First, the value would be discussed to get an idea of the adoption or adaption of the
value in order to answer the question “What did we learn about this value?” Next, after a short focus
group introduction, two topics would be discussed collaboratively: 1) How to use the company value
within the organisation, and 2) Summarizing all steps and quadrants formulated during all workshops.
Future expectations would also be a key outcome and would show if the group is confident that VC could
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have benefits in their teamwork. Criticism would be very welcome during this workshop and should be
encouraged.
Training methods
The facilitator should prepare this workshop as a focus group type of meeting and should therefore have
prepared several subjects and questions to discuss with the group.
Intended outcomes
Participants should be able to explain what VC is and can translate the steps and transitions to their reallife work situation. Participants should recognize the effects of the VC cycle and have adopted the picked
value. VC strategies for future application by this group should be discussed and the facilitator should
document the experiences thoroughly for future research.
At the end of the second session the participants were asked to fill in a post-survey (Appendix 13).

5.4. TEAM SELECTION
Selecting a team for the intervention pilot potentially has a lot of influence on the outcome. Therefore,
the team was carefully selected from the available teams. The selection process was quite challenging,
since at that time most of the teams were approaching intermediate deadlines.
As stated before, the PPP project process consists of three stages; the tender stage, the construction
stage, and the exploitation stage (see Paragraph 2.3.1). It was decided that a team in the tender stage
was a wise choice, since teams in this stage would not have a long record of negative experiences with
each other. These experiences can cloud the judgement and decrease the willingness to openly
communicate with each other. The performance of the team can also be an influential factor, since a
very poorly performing team might not even want to take part in this intervention pilot, and a highperforming team might not be triggered to really engage in the workshops. To summarize the above, the
selection criteria are presented in Text Box 6.
TEXT BOX 6: TEAM SELECTION CRITERIA

- The stage which the team was in.
- How long the team was working together.
- The team’s willingness to take part in the intervention pilot.
Several teams in the tender stage were considered, but most of them had already been working together
for over a year. It was difficult to be picky, since there were only a few possible teams to conduct the
pilot. Therefore, the selection was done in agreement with both company and university supervisors.
The team which best fitted the selection criteria was the integral PPP-Project RIVM, which is a project
still in the tender stage.

5.4.1. TEAM RIVM
Team RIVM is a partnership between BT, BU and BAM PPP. The objective of this team is to develop a
winning bid for the European procurement of a new building for the Department of Health and
Environment of the Dutch government; the RIVM (‘Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu’). The
procurement process takes two to three years in total, divided in several steps from idea to a completely
detailed bid. The core of this team consists of 7 people presented in Table 18.
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TABLE 18: TEAM MEMBERS RIVM

This team started working together in
October 2012 and was assembled for the
1
specific purpose of the RIVM procurement.
2
The core team consisted of seven persons
3
working for this project on a fulltime basis.
4
Several other employees of both BT and BU
5
were connected to this team part of their
6
time. The tasks of these external team
7
members were tasks like for example the
engineering, calculation, and development of parts of the building design. The core team was responsible
for the entire tender stage of the procurement, and if the bidding was to be won, a new team would be
assembled to proceed in the realization stage. Some of the current team members would most likely be
part of this proceeding team; others might be added as well, since extra skills are necessary in the
building stage.
Participant #

Function
Design & Build Manager
Project Planner
Specialist Engineer
Exploitation Manager
Tender Manager
Development Manager
Exploitation Manager

Subsidiary
BU
BU
BT
BT
BT
BAM PPP
BAM PPP

5.5. CONCLUSION
The plan stage was presented in this chapter. In this stage a model for redesign was developed with the
aim to improve the cooperation between BT and BU on the level of cross-functional teams. This model is
aimed at an increase of adopted shared values, which should contribute to an improved collaboration
within these cross-functional teams. An extensive plan was presented on the application of the theory of
Value-Crafting. The aim of this intervention plan is to operationalize shared value in cross-functional
teams with BT and BU.
Based on the plan, the actual intervention took place, the results of which are presented in the next
chapter.
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6. INTERVENTION
In this chapter the intervention and the results of the intervention pilot, performed with the integrated
team RIVM, are described. The aim of this chapter is to provide the most notable results and experiences
from the Value-Crafting workshops in order to gain insight in the effects. This chapter will provide de
basis for the evaluation phase of the regulative cycle discussed in chapter 7, where the analysis and
interpretation of the results will be presented. Therefore, this chapter, together with chapter 7, thus
describe how the third goal of this research project was fulfilled; to “Perform a pilot intervention in reallife with the aim to develop insight in the effects of the intervention” (Text Box 1, page 13).
In paragraph 6.1 the course of events of the intervention is described. Next, the results from the ValueCrafting sessions will be described in paragraph 6.2. In paragraph 6.3 the results of a post-survey are
presented, quantifying the usability of the workshop as well as other aspects measured.

6.1. COURSE OF EVENTS
The intervention was completed as planned (see Section 5.3) on Thursday the 21st of February and Friday
the 1st of March. The RIVM team presence during the meeting is presented in Table 19. The planning was
aimed at the presence of the five BT and BU employees, since in light of this research project their
presence was crucial. One BAM PPP employee was not present during both meetings, since he was on
holiday, the other one was present at the first session, but was not able to participate in the second
session due to other obligations.
TABLE 19: PRESENCE OF TEAM MEMBERS

Participant

BU

BU

BT

BT

BT

BAM PPP

BAM PPP

Session 1

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

-

Session 2

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

-

-

As discussed previously, for the purpose of analysis and documenting, audio recordings were made
during both sessions. Participants were asked for their permission to record the sessions and to use them
for analysis by the facilitator. These audio recordings play a crucial role in this chapter; the evaluation of
the intervention.

6.2. RESULTS VALUE CRAFTING
In this paragraph the results of the intervention are presented, using the Critical Incidents Technique
(CIT) developed by Flanagan (1954). This method will be introduced, after which the actual results are
described in the remainder of this paragraph. The results will be evaluated in chapter 7.

6.2.1. METHODOLOGY
The Critical Incidents Technique (CIT) is often used for collecting observations of human behaviour (Van
Aken, Berends, & Van Der Bij, 2007). An incident can be described as an observed behavioural activity
that is “sufficiently complete to permit inferences and predictions to be made about a person performing
the act” (Flanagan, 1954, p. 327).
TABLE 20: FIVE STEPS OF THE CIT (FLANAGAN, 1954)

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Establishing the general aim
Establishing plans and specifications
Collecting the data
Analysing the data
Interpreting and reporting

An incident is critical when it occurs in a situation it has
critical significance and meets methodological criteria. The
CIT can be applied by the use of a step-wise procedure,
consisting of five steps presented in Table 20.
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These steps will be used as a guideline through this chapter and the next chapter, chapter 7, where the
evaluation is described. First, the first two steps were performed as a starting point for the data
collection.
Step 1: The general aim of this intervention is to apply Value Crafting and achieve the goals associated
with Value Crafting. The goal of the workshop type of intervention is to teach the participants how to
craft values into the work process. This could be achieved by the successful completion of the ValueCrafting Cycle.
Step 2: As described in the first paragraph of this chapter, the plan was to perform two Value-Crafting
sessions with a cross-functional team (team RIVM) at BAM. Flanagan (1954) divides this in four elements:
Situation; Relevance to the general aim; Extent of effect on general aim; and Observer; respectively.
- Situation: the situation was a workshop type of intervention, performed with a cross-functional
team consisting of 6 persons. The intervention consisted of four workshops divided over two
sessions, separated by 8 days. The behaviour during these workshops was observed. The activities
were focussed on the performance of the four steps in the Value-Crafting Cycle (VCC).
- Relevance to the general aim: the behaviour in which the researcher is interested is connected to
the steps of the VCC and quadrants of the Integral Framework (IF) which is subject of this
investigation. Critical incidents are therefore statements expressed by, or interactions between,
participants that have a connection to either the VCC or the IF.
- Extent of effect on general aim: all statements connected to the VCC and the IF are potentially
significant and might have a negative or positive effect on the general aim.
- Observer: The observation will be done by one sole observer, the student.
On the basis of the first two steps, the third step, data collection, is presented in the remainder of this
section.

6.2.2. RESULTS VALUE-CRAFTING S ESSION 1
The student facilitated both workshops in Bunnik, in a meeting room arranged in the building where the
RIVM team was located. At the start of this first session the company supervisor (CEO of BAM Techniek)
introduced the context of this research project. Presenting the interest of the company, and its board of
directors, therewith clarifying the reason why the company was interested in this research project. After
this general introduction, which was well received by the project team (Text Box 7), an introductory
presentation was provided by the student, who explained the context and goals of this research project.
TEXT BOX 7: QUOTATIONS AFTER INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

“Nice to meet our CEO, I never met him before in person.”
“It’s encouraging to know that your project, and this workshop, is completely in line with future
plans of the company.”
“I’m glad it is noticed that attention is required for the integratedness.”
“The goals of the workshop are quite theoretical; hopefully this will get more clear.”
“I think that we are quite integrated already, why did you pick this team?”
“Interesting to see that both companies seem to want to move in the same direction, culturallywise.”

Based on the quotations in Text Box 7 the atmosphere seemed to be positive after the introduction, and
the team seemed to be interested in what the workshops would entail. After a clarification why this
team was selected, and after answering some questions about the pictures of the OCAI outcome, the
workshop was started. As presented in Chapter 5, the aim of this session is to Select a Company Value
and Set Goals and Change Behaviour.
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6.2.2.1.
R ESULTS W ORKSHOP 1
As a starting point of the first workshop the Value-Crafting Cycle (VCC) was presented, explaining the
quadrants and the steps to move from quadrant to quadrant. The team did not have any questions
afterwards, but seemed to be anxious to get started. Therefore the workshop moved to the first step;
selecting the company value. As a basis for this first step the OCAI outcome and the company values
(Table 4, page 31) were used for the selection of the company value, which led to the response shown in
Text Box 8.
TEXT BOX 8: QUOTATIONS AFTER PRESENTING THE BASIS OF THE VALUE SELECTION STEP

7.
8.
9.
10.

“The core values are clearly different, no word is the same.”
“If the rows with core values were switched, I think nobody would have noticed.”
“I think it is remarkable that both list are not consistent.”
“When I started working at BAM Techniek I thought I was going to work for BAM, but it became
clear that the cooperation between BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw was very difficult.”
11. “Maybe we are not very representative for the rest of the integrated teams, since it is easier for us
to reach consensus during the tender stage.”

In line with these quotations, the core values of both BT and BU were not known to the participants.
Next, the team was asked to participatively discuss and select a company value or a value in line with the
core values of both BT and BU (Table 4). After this assignment the team immediately started discussing
the core values presented, it was observed that the team was very critical about the core values.
TEXT BOX 9: QUOTATIONS DURING THE VALUE SELECTION DISCUSSION

12.
13.
14.
15.

“We must let go of the different objectives and strive for a common goal.”
“We have to stop operating as two different companies.”
“It all starts with saying to each other: We are one BAM!”
“The customer expects a completely integrated solution, an optimum of everything that BAM
Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw can offer.”
16. “The customer is tired of subsidiaries pointing at each other!.”
17. “I feel that the most important value is missing: integratedness!”
18. “Could integratedness be a value?”
19. “Yes! It means that 1+1=3.”
(Facilitator: Can you elaborate on what integratedness means for you individually?)
20. “Not to operate as two separate companies, but operate as one team.”
21. “Respecting each other and each other’s discipline.”
22. “Understanding each other’s discipline.”
23. “Getting the job done.”
24. “Aiming to achieve a Win-Win.”
25. “Take each other seriously.”
26. “To be equal.”
27. “To be distinctive.”
28. “Happy people.”
29. “To be Reliable.”
30. “Knowing why and how someone does something.”
31. “To be surprising.”

The team felt it was necessary to add and select one crucial core value; “Integratedness”. This value
contains parts of some of the core values of BT and BU, for example cooperation, respect, and involved.
During the group discussion the facilitator had to slow down the team, since they were already
discussing goals they had with the value. The participants were asked to take some time to write down
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their individual intentions with the selected value. Afterwards, all individual intentions shown in Text Box
10 were discussed with the group.
TEXT BOX 10: FORMULATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL INTENTIONS WITH THE SELECTED VALUE

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

“Cooperating with others with integratedness in mind will work motivational.”
“With integratedness I believe I can achieve a better coordination with colleagues.”
“With integratedness I can collaborate with others on an equal basis.”
“By applying integratedness I strive for a positive result over the entire width.”
“With integratedness it becomes possible to learn more from each other.”
“With integratedness, I will be able to be proud of the result, even if the bidding is not won.”

In dialogue with the facilitator the team developed an intentional statement connected to the selected
value (Text Box 11). This can be seen as the group’s interpretation for the intentional quadrant (Edwards,
2008). The process of reaching consensus on the group’s intention was characterized as positive and
cohesive. It was observed that all participants contributed to the group discussion and that participants
were very agreeable and supportive to each other.
TEXT BOX 11: FORMULATION OF THE TEAMS’ INTENTION WITH THE SELECTED VALUE

38. “By learning from each other and by cooperating in a balanced and trustful way with all involved
disciplines, it becomes possible to reach an optimal and complete solution for the customer,
resulting in a winning project for all stakeholders.”

6.2.2.2.
R ESULTS W ORKSHOP 2
After discussing the intentions of the team and a short coffee break, the facilitator presented the second
step: to set goals and change behaviour. During the coffee break some participants had already been
philosophizing on what the team could do to use the integratedness value in the project work. The team
was asked to discuss what their goal was regarding the selected value. Some quotations from this
discussion are presented in Text Box 12.
TEXT BOX 12: QUOTATIONS DURING THE SETTING GOALS & CHANGE BEHAVIOUR DISCUSSION

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

“To strive for a winning bid with which BAM would make profit.”
“We want to stay connected with all parties involved.”
“To engage and stay engaged with all components of the project team.”
“To accommodate the process and planning throughout the whole team.”
“Searching the win-win together with the customer.”
“At the end of the journey, after 30 years, the customer must still be satisfied. This will not be
achieved without the application of the integratedness value.”

As can be concluded from these quotations, the team was not only thinking about the goal itself, but also
about ways of achieving that goal in terms of actions and behaviour. As a result from the discussion, the
goal related to the selected value was formulated by the team (Text Box 13). The team members were
agreeable and positive to each other and seemed to be on the same page, leading to an unanimously
formulated goal.
TEXT BOX 13: FORMULATION OF THE GROUPS’ GOAL

45. “We want to keep every member of this project team on the hook and engaged in order to develop
the most integrated project design possible.”

After this discussion the group was divided into two smaller groups of three in which both BT and BU
were represented. Their assignment was to discuss the behaviour necessary to achieve the formulated
goal using scenarios from their experience. The groups discussed in two separate rooms for twenty
minutes and the facilitator was not actively involved in the discussions. After twenty minutes, one of the
two groups (Group X) was involved in a heated discussion; therefore they received 15 extra minutes.
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After both groups assembled in the meeting room both scenarios were discussed of which a summary is
provided in Text Box 14.
TEXT BOX 14: SCENARIOS DISCUSSED BY THE GROUP

Topic:

How to keep the whole team on the hook?

Group X:
“Should we push team members to keep aligned with the project planning, or should we
give team members their own responsibility and trust that they will keep themselves aligned?” (46). During
this discussion two different viewpoints became clear “When a project planning is made, it is everyone’s
responsibility to keep engaged and fulfil their tasks” (47) versus “We should use mechanisms to keep people
engaged and control team members”. (48)
Group Y:
We thought about the large meeting reports, which most of the team members do not
read. This might be a reason why we lose the engagement of some of our colleagues, since it takes a lot of
effort to read all the minutes. Therefore we thought of a new method to keep everybody hooked. We
should try to make the project planning more visual and also support the subjects discussed during the
meetings with visual aids. We are all technical people, who don’t like to read. (49)

Although the two groups were discussing the same topic, both groups seemed to have a different
approach. The most notable difference between the two groups was that Group Y was focussing on how
to improve their behaviour and actions in order to get all team members engaged, were Group X was
discussing a problem on the way people should be motivated. After shortly summarizing the two
viewpoints discussed by group X, it became clear that both approaches could be used at the same time.
The two managers involved in the group X discussion agreed to finalize the discussion at a later moment.
When Group Y presented their viewpoint on the matter of keeping team members hooked, a discussion
led to the solution in Text Box 15.
TEXT BOX 15: SOLUTION FOR SCENARIO DISCUSSED

50. When we have meetings with other team members it is of great importance that we create a
summary of the meeting as quickly as possible, since this will help people to get connected to the
project planning. Therefore we will have to find a new way to create minutes of long meetings.
Most importantly, we will have to create a list of actions (or To Do list), each of which is connected
to a person. In the end of each meeting the action list will be summarized and the owner of each
task will have to confirm his/her task. A deadline will be linked to each task, making sure it will be in
line with the project planning. Also, when applicable, visual aids should be created instead of pages
long reports.
51. Our role will be to keep track of all tasks and keep an eye on the fulfilment of all agreements. When
deadlines are not met, new arrangements should be made quickly.

Based on the solution discussed, it seemed that the team knew how to change the behaviour in order to
operationalize the value of integratedness. During the lively discussion, all members were enthusiastic
about the possible solution direction and they created a practical solution on how to keep all team
members connected to the project planning and project goals.
When this first workshop session came to an end, the participants were asked to fill in the post survey
(Appendix 13) after which the facilitator introduced the planning for the next session, and participants
were given the assignment which is described in Appendix 11.

6.2.3. RESULTS VALUE-CRAFTING S ESSION 2
At the start of this session the group was asked to describe what they think Value Crafting is. This was
done to check if the group recollected the message from the previous session. The response is quoted in
Text Box 16.
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TEXT BOX 16: QUOTATION ON THE DESCRIPTION OF VALUE CRAFTING

52. “I have the feeling that I understand what Value Crafting is, namely that one formulates for oneself
what value he/she adheres, individually and as a group, with the aim to actually act accordingly.”

The group agreed on this description and a short discussion followed on the topic of the actual behaviour
during the past week. The facilitator slightly corrected some of the reactions, but overall the group
seemed to understand what Value Crafting was and how the Value-Crafting Cycle works. Next, a short
recap of the previous session was provided by the facilitator, presenting the selected value, the
intentions, and the goals and change behaviour. The rest of the session consisted of the in chapter 5
described aims; to reflect on performance and Adopt (or Adapt) the new value.
6.2.3.1.
R ESULTS W ORKSHOP 3
After briefly discussing the previous session, the facilitator presented the third step; to reflect on
performance. The group was asked what the actual behaviour had been between the two workshop
sessions, and if they had encountered any barriers in performing in line with the value integratedness.
Some quotations are presented in Text Box 17, which were focussed on the behavioural quadrant
(Edwards, 2008).
TEXT BOX 17: REFLECT ON PERFORMANCE

53. “I did not have the standard weekly consultations with external team members, therefore I was not
able to apply the behaviour discussed during the previous meeting.”
54. “Well, we have consciously thought about the start of the next phase of our project. Therefore,
four of us, the core team, sat together to plan how we think the whole team can start the next
stage, in such a way that everyone is connected.”
55. “It would have been more applicable when we would have had a normal week, but this week I had
little interaction with other team members.”
56. “If we would have had more time, I think we would have done more with it.”

Based on these quotations the participants seemed to have trouble to really change their behaviour in
line with the selected value. During the week between session 1 and session 2, the participants had not
found the time and the right moment to use perform the behaviour in line with the discussed topics
from session 1. Nevertheless, four members of the core team had a meeting about how to use
integratedness in the upcoming period. They intended to keep developing this plan in the upcoming two
weeks, which they expected to contribute to a more integrated cooperation process. Some team
members felt that the time between the two meetings was too short to really practice with the ValueCrafting Cycle.
Following from the reflection, the team itself started to find links between behaviour and roles, which
meant they were moving from the behavioural quadrant into the social quadrant (Edwards, 2008). It
started with a question on the topic of roles and developed into role-type of statements presented in
Text Box 18.
TEXT BOX 18: QUOTATIONS FROM DISCUSSION ABOUT THE TEAM’S ROLE

57. “Do I understand it correctly when I say that a role is a combination of different types of behaviour
that have a positive effect for the value of integratedness?”
58. “I think it is the combination of effective actions or behaviour by which a role is formed.”
59. “As the core team we are responsible for keeping everybody sharp.”
60. “For us, connecting everybody should be a top priority!”
61. “For me words like inform, interest and understand come to mind when I think about our role.”
62. “The fact that the core team members work on this project on a fulltime basis, but some external
members only work part time. We must realize this! We must bring this to the attention of external
team members who work on several different projects.”
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The facilitator supported the group by asking question Like, “Who do I work with?” and “How do I
cooperate?” Without intervention by the facilitator, the group discussed and took the lead, by writing
down different terms about their role. Based on the terms: “connecting, finding each other, inform,
interest, understand, motivate, verify, keeping each other sharp”, the role of the team was formulated
(Text Box 19).
TEXT BOX 19: FORMULATION OF TEAM’S ROLE

63. “Integratedness means keeping everyone together and to make sure everyone keeps connected to
the project. This not only means that everybody follows our planning, but also that we understand
the consequences for the planning of others. Therefore, our role might entail developing a planning
that corresponds with everyone else’s planning, which we communicate in a timely manner, so that
everyone can keep connected to the project and its planning.”

After this consensus had been reached, the group members were asked to make the switch to their own
individual roles, which led to a group discussion of which some quotations are summarized in Text Box
20.
TEXT BOX 20: QUOTATIONS FROM DISCUSSION ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL ROLES

64. “I find it very important to motivate others and giving others a boost.”
65. “Everyone has their responsibility in complying with the integratedness value.”
66. “Since I’m not an architect or construction specialist, I must first understand who is doing what.
Then, I will try to understand where I can be of any assistance for other disciplines in order to
achieve the best possible result with the team. I am convinced that if I show interest and respond
to the needs of others and, at the same time, inform everybody about the needs of others, it will
result in a more integrated project solution.”

In order to create insight in everyone’s individual role, all participants were asked to take a few minutes
to write down what their role should be, in line with the selected value. When finished, each individual
presented his role after which it was refined with the help of others, resulting in the five individual roles
described in Text Box 21.
TEXT BOX 21: THE ROLES OF THE INDIVIDUALS

67. “My role is to manage and control the quality. In light of integratedness it will be important to
watch the group goal and communicate about it. Therefore it is important that I understand all
parties involved, and especially to understand all the potential shared risks in the design. I want to
make an extra effort to identify the motivation of others in order to stimulate integratedness.”
68. “For my role it will be important to clarify certain opportunities, internally and externally. And also
facilitate the communication and coordination between cooperating team members.”
69. “My role is to create a connection between all parties involved, using tools like motivation and
encouragement of colleagues. Especially, when this project enters the next phase there will be
different colleagues form other disciplines getting involved in the project with whom I need to
create a totally integrated cooperation. In that role I will guard the integratedness and spread the
value throughout the organization.”
70. “My role in order to spread integratedness through the organization will be to collect and deliver
information. I will actively connect both the maintenance departments of BT and BU when the
exploitation phase is started. I will have to develop this role during the tender phase. I am a kind of
scenario-writer to foresee problems in the future and the defend the integrated solutions the
customer wants!”
71. “My role is to inform all consultants from BT and also to connect these advisors. Also, my role
entails time monitoring and progress control in terms of things that need to be completed by
advisors. I also need to proactively support others within BT and coordinate them to keep working
in line with the project.”
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During the formulation some participants had some trouble finding the corresponding role in line with
the value. In the end everybody could describe their role in relation to the value integratedness. An
interesting point which was touched upon during the discussion was that an employee from BU said he
had the feeling he was easily connecting with people from BU, but that the Manager from BT had to deal
with employees from all sorts of business units within BT (referring to BT Energy Systems, BT
Cleanrooms, etc.; see Appendix 14). All participants agreed on this shared experience that these
different groups within BT were not always easy to communicate with.
During the formulation of the different roles several interesting things were said. These quotations are
presented in Text Box 22.
TEXT BOX 22: QUOTATIONS FROM THE ROLE FORMULATION DISCUSSION

72. “In the construction phase it is fine as long as things go well, but when something goes wrong,
everyone knows how to quickly point their finger at others.”
73. “It is difficult to think about roles beforehand, since they radically evolve when a project moves
from one phase to the other.”
74. “You must know what the driving forces are behind decisions of parties involved, before you can
come to a sound decision.”

Based on these quotations it becomes clear that some participants have had negative experiences during
their project work in the cooperation between BT and BU. Also, the project work in the PPP sector is
quite a dynamic process, with radically changing tasks and responsibilities over time.
Since the roles of the team, as well as all individual roles were discussed elaborately, it was time to
present the next step.
6.2.3.2.
R ESULTS W ORKSHOP 4
The facilitator presented a short summary about the value integratedness and what had been discussed
about this value up to this point. Next, the facilitator presented the fourth step; to adopt, or adapt, the
company value. The fourth quadrant, or the cultural quadrant (Edwards, 2008), is all about the
interpretation of the value, individually and as a group. Therefore, the group was asked to discuss the
selected value. Some quotations are presented in Text Box 23.
TEXT BOX 23: QUOTATIONS FROM THE DISCUSSION ADOPTATION/ADAPTATION OF THE VALUE

75. “Maybe we should break the term into smaller pieces, but the term itself entails an important
message in our type of work.”
76. “Our joint understanding of the term integratedness is developed throughout this workshop, and
we as a team have become even closer.”
77. “Integratedness still remains a difficult term to grasp, but it is enlightening to have thought about
the topic in the Value Crafting way.”
78. “Although we were already cooperating quite well, I think that through the explicit adoption of
integratedness the cooperation can become even better.”

The group seemed to be positive about the effect of the discussions and the openness and honesty
during discussions. The atmosphere could be described as relaxed and constructive.
After finalizing the workshop, the group was asked to fill in the post survey, the results will be presented
in the next paragraph (6.4). Next, the group was asked to share their opinion and experience of the
workshop itself. What do they think about the applicability in real-life? Quotations on this topic are
presented in Text Box 24.
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TEXT BOX 24: QUOTATIONS ON OPINIONS ABOUT THE VALUE-CRAFTING WORKSHOPS

79. “The work is often in the spur of the moment and one ignores to think about these types of topics.”
80. “What I do like about this workshop is that it is a nice way to discuss each other’s roles, and is your
role as you see it the same as what people you work with expect from your role? Normally such a
moment is not created and this moment can be used to discuss what role expectations we have.”
81. “I think we could go through the cycle without supervision”
82. “I have learned that one can use a value in behaviour and thereby spread the value throughout the
team and organization”.
83. “I think that maybe we do not commit to the organizational values. I feel that we are a small
company with this project team, not working exactly in line with the company, and we do not really
work in line with the nine core values stated by BT and BU.”
84. “Most of the company values are matters of decency.”
85. “Wouldn’t it be a good idea to start the workshop with the formulation of the most important
values of the team itself and then compare those to the company values?”
86. “It would be useful to have some more explicit examples of complete Value-Crafting Cycles in the
manual.”

After the topic of applicability was discussed, the meeting was closed by the facilitator and the team was
handed a gift to thank them for taking part in this intervention pilot.

6.3. CONCLUSION
As presented in this chapter, the intervention was carried out as was planned during the plan stage of
this graduation project. Herewith, the intervention pilot was carried out in a real-life setting and the third
goal of this thesis project (Text Box 1, page 13) was partly achieved. A lot of attention was paid on the
presentations and hand-out material, since the facilitator believed this was important for the success of
the intervention and to be taken seriously by the participants.
Next, the evaluation of the results of the Value-Crafting workshops, the fourth and fifth step of the CIT, is
presented in chapter 7. The results of the evaluation of the intervention pilot stage will be presented on
the basis of all quotations in this chapter. Furthermore, the results of the post-survey are discussed.
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7. EVALUATION
In this stage of the project the aim was “to develop insight in the effects of the intervention” (Text Box 1,
page 13). The quotations described in the previous chapter, together with the experiences of the
facilitator, form the foundation of this evaluation chapter.
Based on the goals set for the Value-Crafting workshops (Text Box 4, page 45), and the criteria for
success (Text Box 5, page 45) set for the intervention, this evaluation is aimed at answering two
questions:
- Were the goals of the VC workshop set during the plan stage achieved?
- Was the intervention successful in terms of the criteria of success?
In order to evaluate the value-crafting workshop cycle, all quotations presented in chapter 6 were coded
into the four quadrants of the integral framework (Appendix 15). The results of this coding provided
insight in the course of events through an integral lens.

7.1. EVALUATION PER SESSION
In this section the intervention is evaluated per session, which provides insight in the effects of the four
different workshops. The basis of this evaluation is presented in Figure 25, where the number of
quotations per workshop per quadrant is presented.

Session 1
Workshop 1
I

B

Workshop 2
I

V

R

V

18
12

4

Session 2

9
4

B

Workshop 3
I

R

V

1

6
16

B

Workshop 4
I

R

V

7

B

R

FIGURE 25: QUOTATIONS PER WORKSHOP PER QUADRANT

This method provides a quantitative view on the course of events during the workshops. Observations
during the workshops, as described in chapter 6, will be combined with the quantification of the coded
quotations.

7.1.1. EVALUATION SESSION 1
The overall impression of the atmosphere during the first session was positive; participants seemed to be
engaged, sharing their opinions openly. During the introductory presentation, all participants paid
attention and some questions were asked, which gave the impression that participants were interested
in the topic.
7.1.1.1.
E VALUATION W ORKSHOP 1
In the first workshop a value was selected on the basis of company values of both BT and BU, and the
outcome of the OCAI investigation. Both companies’ core values were not recognized by the participants,
as was noted by several participants. Nevertheless, it was clear for every participant that both companies
were aiming at a more integrated cooperation between BT and BU (Text Box 7 & Text Box 8, page 55).
When the team was asked to select a value based on the material presented, quite quickly the term
“integratedness” came up as a potential value as presented in Text Box 9 (page 56). The team struggled
with the formulation of the exact meaning of the term integratedness, but they were sure that this value
should be selected.
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As can be observed in Figure 26, during this meeting the team
moved from the cultural quadrant tot the intentional quadrant
B
(Edwards, 2008). While formulating the intentions, the team
translated the value into intentions with a high level of agreement
was observed between the participants, resulting in a unanimous
selection of the value integratedness. With this value several
company values were combined into one term.
V
R
After performing the first workshop, resulting in a selected value,
FIGURE 26: CODED QUOTATIONS WORKSHOP 1
the team was asked to formulate their individual and group
intention connected to the selected value. In Text Box 10 (page 57) the individual intentions are
presented, which were individually formulated by all participants making use of the translation
mechanism. After this, the group was asked to formulate the group’s intention, with the facilitator
supporting the group by writing quotes on a flip-over. This resulted in the group’s intention presented in
Text Box 11 (page 57). It was observed that the participants did not have trouble translating the value
into specific intentions.

Workshop 1
I

18
12

7.1.1.2.
E VALUATION W ORKSHOP 2
The aim of the second workshop was to help the team to move from the intentional quadrant to the
behavioural quadrant by “setting goals and change behaviour”. After presenting the step to the group,
goals and behaviour were briefly discussed (Text Box 12, page 57). During this discussion all participants
were engaged and presenting their opinions, which resulted in the group’s goal (Text Box 13, page 57).
During the scenario assignment, the team was split in two parts and were asked to develop a scenario on
“how to keep the whole team on the hook”, a summary of which can be found in Text Box 14 (page 58).
Group X was focussed on the behaviour of the core team and its leader and how to achieve the goal set.
This discussion was quite heated and resulted in two types of behaviour by which the core team could
potentially keep other (external) team member engaged to the project.
Workshop 2
Group Y was taking a problem perspective, moving from a problem
potentially causing the disengagement of external team members,
I
B
to a solution for this problem. During the discussion it was
observed that the group was moving from quadrant to quadrant,
by means of translating the intention into the behaviour into the
team’s role, without the team noticing it. Based on their value and
V
R
intention, a behavioural change was developed and the role
FIGURE 27: CODED QUOTATIONS WORKSHOP 2 connected to the core team was discussed (Text Box 15, page 58).
This phenomenon can also be observed in Figure 27, where the number of quotations per quadrant is
quantified. So even before the third workshop participants were already discussing their role in the
operationalization of the value integratedness.

4

9
4

At the end of the first session participants had a positive attitude and they were discussing what to do
during the upcoming week.

7.1.2. EVALUATION SESSION 2
Using the results of the first session and the time between the first and second session, the second
session started with a summary of the steps and quadrants previously discussed. One participant
summarized what he thought value crafting is (Text Box 16, page 59) after which the facilitator started
the second session.
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7.1.2.1.
E VALUATION W ORKSHOP 3
Based on Text Box 17 it was observed that the team had had difficulties in applying the behaviour they
planned to perform. The biggest barrier was that the team had little time between the two sessions,
since it had been a very busy week. A couple of team members sat
Workshop 3
together to plan the start of the next project stage (quote 54),
I
B
which was in line with selected value and plans developed during
the first session. Most of the participants had trouble to actually
put the value to action via their behaviour. The team had trouble
to reflect on the performance, since they did not know how to
apply the value during daily work activities. This can also be
V
R
observed in Figure 28, where a relatively low number of quotations
FIGURE 28: CODED QUOTATIONS WORKSHOP 3
were observed in the behavioural quadrant. Providing some
examples on how the participants potentially can apply the value into their work helped the team, after
which they started to see a pattern in the behaviour. In Text Box 18 (page 59) it can be observed that the
group emphasized the team’s role during this workshop. Unfortunately, not all participants were able to
put the value into action via their behaviour, which would have made the discussion about the roles
more tangible and concrete. Nevertheless, the team quickly moved to the social quadrant (Edwards,
2008) by translating actual and potential behaviour into a team’s role. The participants were asked to
formulate their role, resulting in a group discussion in which different aspects of the team’s role were
discussed (Text Box 18, page 59), resulting in an unanimous formulation of the team’s role (Text Box 19,
page 60). At this time, the group filled in the social quadrant without assistance of the facilitator, which
indicates that the team felt confident and engaged.
Next, the team members were asked to formulate their individual roles, as part of the group’s role. After
a few minutes, all participants wrote down their individual role. None of the participants needed help
with this, indicating that they were able to translate the aforementioned topics into their individual
roles. After this, one participant took the lead and used the flip-over to write down every team
members’ role. The results of this are presented in Text Box 21 (page 60), describing in-depth role
descriptions of each participant.
The participative character of this workshop seemed to have worked well for this team, since they were
openly discussing each other’s roles, without feeling offended. Furthermore, the team noticed that every
stage of the project had different team-specific roles, realizing that the development of roles is a
dynamic process. After all roles were formulated and written down, the team was ready for the next
step.

1

6

16

7.1.2.2.

E VALUATION W ORKSHOP 4

During this workshop, the team was facilitated to take the fourth
and last step of the VCC; adopt, or adapt, the company value
B
(Figure 29). Based on the quotations in Text Box 23 (page 61), it
can be concluded that the team felt that their understanding of
the value was increased during the workshop. They felt that the
team became closer and that “through the explicit adoption of
integratedness the cooperation can become even better“. This
V
R
indicates that the team was positive about the value selected and
FIGURE 29: CODED QUOTATIONS WORKSHOP 4
that the team would potentially be able to improve their
cooperation through the adoption of the value. The understanding about the value integratedness had
been developed during the workshops, translating the value from Integral Framework quadrant to

Workshop 4
I

7
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quadrant. The team clearly moved to the cultural quadrant during this workshop, although it seemed
that not everybody was on the same page about the selected value.

7.2. EVALUATION PER QUADRANT
In this section of the evaluation the overview of all
Intentions
Behaviors
workshop will be discussed, since it is interesting to analyse
the coded quotations from an Integral Framework
perspective over all four workshops. In Figure 30 the
number of quotes per quadrant are presented, which
provides insight in the number of times the participants
were expressing their thoughts linked to a specific quadrant.
Roles
Values
It is notable that the number of quotations is quite equal,
with the exception of the behavioural quadrant. This can be FIGURE 30: ALL QUOTATIONS IN INTEGRAL FRAMEWORK
explained by the lack of actual performed behaviour during the time between the two sessions.
Remarkably, the team was able to discuss their role as a team, as well as their individual roles, quite
extensively. Based on the evaluation of the separate workshops it can be concluded that the team was
engaged in the workshop activities, since the lead was taken discussions. The facilitator was repeatedly
able to take a step back and let the team discuss topics at hand, while steering the team if necessary.
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7.3. EVALUATION OF VALUE-CRAFTING INTERVENTION
After the workshops were finished the participants were asked to fill in a post-survey, which will be
discussed next. Afterwards, a discussion took place about the VC intervention in a focus group type of set
up, quotations of which are presented in Text Box 24 (page 62). These quotations, and the data collected
via the post-survey are analysed in the next section.

7.3.1. POST-SURVEY RESULTS
At the end of both workshop sessions a post-survey was filled in by all participants. The outcome of this
post-survey is presented and discussed in this section. The sixth person, employee of BAM PPP, is not
included in this analysis, since this person was not present during the second session.
The post-survey (Appendix 13) consisted of four separate parts; system usability, user-friendliness, ease
of use, and heuristic evaluation. The outcomes of the first three aspects are summarized in Table 21,
which were measured using a 7-point Likert scale.
TABLE 21: OUTCOME POST-SURVEY

Participant
System Usability 1
System Usability 2
User-friendliness 1
User-friendliness 2
Ease of use 1
Ease of use 2

#1
5,20
4,80
6,67
5,33
5
5

#2
5,00
5,40
5,67
6,00
6
5

#3
3,50
3,50
5,00
4,67
3
3

Note: 1 = after session1, 2 = after session 2.
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#4
4,80
4,30
5,67
6,00
6
5

#5
5,00
4,00
6,00
6,00
5
4

Average
4,70
4,40
5,89
5,60
4,67
4,40

7.3.1.1.
S YSTEM USABILITY
This part of the survey measured what participants thought about the relevance and applicability of the
Value Crafting workshops; e.g. complexity, support, and willingness to use VC in the future. The
participants responded slightly positive in the first session and second session. What can be observed in
Table 21 is that participant number 3 is the only participant who is slightly negative on this aspect.
7.3.1.2.
U SER - FRIENDLINESS
On the user-friendliness aspect, the participants responded positively during both sessions. Three topics
were incorporated in this aspect; ease of performing the tasks, time-wise, and documentation-wise. With
this result the participants clarify that they think both workshop sessions were user-friendly. Again,
participant number 3 provided the lowest rating, although still somewhat positive on this aspect.
7.3.1.3.
E ASE OF USE
With this aspect the participants were asked to rate the ease of use of the workshops, where they
responded with “somewhat easy” on the first session, and quite neutral during the second session. Again
participant number 3 had a negative influence on the average, which indicates that this person was
critical about the workshops.
7.3.1.4.
H EURISTIC EVALUATION
At the end of the post-survey, participants were asked to list the most negative and the most positive
aspects of the workshop session of which the response is presented in Table 22. Remarks about the VC
intervention are presented in bold, remarks about the facilitation of the VC intervention in italic.
TABLE 22: HEURISTIC EVALUATION BY RESPONDENTS

Negative aspects session 1:
- Structure may be clearer
- Better delineate the steps
- Terms are used interchangeable

Part. #
3
3
4

Negative aspects session 2:
-

Time between the sessions too short for application
Value Crafting is difficult to understand
Present more examples
I think Value Crafting is a cumbersome term
Value Crafting needs time to "wear in"
Execute more often to become familiar

Positive aspects session 1:
-

Introduction CEO BT
Good platform for discussion
Understanding views of others
Joint determination of viewpoint
Calm and patient counselling
Pleasant person (facilitator)
Applicable in practice
Clear explanation
Interactivity
Plenty of room for initiative

Part. #
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
5
5

Positive aspects session 2:
2
3
3
4
5
5

-

The counselling is well executed
The view on roles is clarifying
It’s a new approach to prepare, or go to, consultations
Good and positive guidance
The facilitator masters value crafting well
Applicability in practice
Efficient in terms of time
Great to use for determining strategy / vision on projects
Well organized presentation
Enthusiasm of facilitator

1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5

Combining these comments with the quotations from the focus group discussion about VC (Text Box 24,
page 62), provides an insight in the opinion of the participants. What resonates from these remarks is
that some participants felt that VC is quite difficult and it needs time to make their own. Also, the time
between the two sessions was too short to actually carry out the behaviour in practice. On the positive
side, participants felt that the VC intervention was applicable in practice and that it was a good platform
for discussions. Some participants felt that this workshop cycle provided an opportunity to discuss topics
which are normally ignored. By rating the remarks about the VC intervention a more quantitative
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conclusion can be drawn about the opinion of the participants. In Table 23 all quotations and the
remarks from the heuristic evaluation are combined.
TABLE 23: QUANTIFIED REMARKS ON VC INTERVENTION

Does it work
for me?

Focus Group
discussion

- (Negative)

1

Post- Survey
Heuristics (1)
3

0

5

4

1

10

5

6

5

16

(N.A.)

+ (Positive)

Post- Survey
Heuristics (2)
5

Total
9

It can be observed that overall, the participants were quite positive about the intervention, but some
participants were negative, participant number 3 in particular (four negative post-survey remarks as
shown in Table 22).

7.4. CONCLUSION
Based on the evaluation, the following questions need to be answered in order to conclude whether or
not the intervention pilot was successful in terms of goal attainment.
- Are the goals of the VC workshop set during the plan stage achieved (Text Box 25)?
- Was the intervention successful in terms of the criteria of success (Text Box 26)?
TEXT BOX 25: GOALS FOR VC WORKSHOPS

- Better understand the usefulness of organizational values.
- Learn how to value-craft in order to get better personal perceived work performance and satisfaction
in the work environment.

- Learn how value crafting can be used in participative/collaborative work in the organization.
Based on the analysis of the results it can be concluded that the first and third goal were achieved. The
second goal was only partially achieved, since not all participants were able to bring the behaviour into
practice. The time between the sessions was too short and maybe the participants needed more support
during the period between the two sessions, helping them to perform in line with the selected value.
The participants were able to reproduce the steps of the cycle and with the use of translation, they
executed the entire VCC. Most of the participants were confident that the team would be able to
perform the cycle independently. In light of this it should be noted that the facilitator felt that the team
should be assisted with extra sessions to really become accustomed with the VCC.
The criteria for success, developed during the plan stage (Text Box 26) are crucial in the evaluation of the
success of the VC intervention pilot.
TEXT BOX 26: CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS

- Create an open dialogue on the topic of company values
- Successfully teach the team how to craft values into the work process, using the Value-Crafting Cycle
- Get the team’s confidence they can use Value Crafting to improve their cooperation by getting
themselves to think in line with each other

All criteria for success were met during the intervention pilot. Remarkably, one participant actually noted
that he was confident that the team’s cooperation would be improved by “the explicit adoption of
integratedness” (quote 78, Text Box 23, page 61). The rest of the team agreed with this statement, which
is a solid basis to conclude that the third criterion for success was also met.
Through the qualitative analysis of the result it was concluded that the intervention pilot was conducted
successfully. All goals for the VC workshops were met, except for the second goal, which was only
achieved partially.
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8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This Business Problem Solving (BPS) project was focussed on solving a real-life business problem by the
use of scientific methods. The regulative cycle (Van Aken et al., 2007) was used as a guideline for the
project, consisting of five stages; Problem definition, Diagnosis, Plan, Intervention, and Evaluation.
In this chapter the overall conclusion of this master thesis is presented, including the limitations, and
theoretical and practical implications.

8.1. CONCLUSION
The problem defined during the orientation phase was: “How can the differences in organizational
subculture between BT and BU be managed in order to improve their cooperation and thereby increase
performance and project profitability?” Even though both the qualitative and the quantitative diagnosis
seemed to reveal somewhat contradictory outcomes, the conclusion was drawn that organizational
cultures are comparable, but the company values are different. The intervention consisted of an
application of Value Crafting, developed by Holloway (2013). A manual of this intervention, which
consisted of four workshops, was tailored to fit the context of this project. An intervention pilot was
performed with a cross-functional team with representatives of BT and BU.
Based on the evaluation stage it can be concluded that the Value-Crafting intervention was performed
successfully. The team with which the intervention pilot was performed was confident that a VC-type of
workshop can contribute to the improvement of the cooperation between BU and BT. Nevertheless, the
intervention needs further development to investigate the most effective way of planning and
performing the workshops, in order to maximize the positive outcomes.
Through the application of the VC intervention the team learned how to apply values into the work
process. The team was able to openly discuss topics which were usually ignored. This resulted in more
insight into each other’s viewpoint, behaviour and roles. The team selected integratedness as the value
to operationalize during the workshop cycle and they felt it had a positive influence on the cooperation
performance within the team.

8.2. LIMITATIONS
This research project had a number of limitations. Some of these limitations are related to the limited
time span, some are related to the team selected for the intervention pilot.

8.2.1. LIMITATIONS RESULTING FROM THE TIME SPAN
Since this project was performed within a limited time span, several decisions were made that had an
influence on the outcome. The most important influential limitation was made during the intervention
stage, in which the pilot intervention was performed. Under the time pressure of the approaching
deadline, the intervention pilot planning was shortened. Where the four workshops of the value-crafting
workshop cycle had originally been developed to be performed in four separate sessions, it was decided
to combine the first two and last two workshops into two sessions. Although it was an informed choice,
the participants would have had more time if every session was performed on separate days. This would
have provided them with more time to reflect and learn about VC.
Furthermore, the time between the two VC sessions was six working days, which proved to be too short
for most of the participants. It would have been better if more time had been available in between the
sessions, perhaps using follow-up emails to support the participants with putting the “integratednessbehaviour” into action.
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8.2.2. LIMITATIONS RESULTING FROM THE TEAM SELECTION
Several limitations were related to the selection of the team for the intervention pilot. A fairly young
team was selected, which resulted in a low level of negative experiences from the past. These past
experiences had been found to have a negative influence on the cooperation between BT and BU during
the diagnosis stage. Selecting a team with low level of past experience therefore will have reduced the
magnitude of the cooperation problems. Nevertheless, this choice was made deliberately, since it would
be very difficult to perform an intervention pilot with a project team with severe cooperation issues.
The selected team was a team in the tender stage of a project, which entails that the type of cooperation
between BT and BU is significantly different form a team in the building stage. Although this is most
certainly a limitation of the generalizability of the conclusion, the student is confident that a VC type of
intervention will potentially yield positive results in the building stage context. The knowledge sharing
and participative character of the workshops enables participants to discuss values, intentions,
behaviour, and roles. These topics are often neglected, but discussing and aligning the opinions and
actions are expected to have a positive effect on the team process.

8.3. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The contribution that this research offers to the existing theory is that this research project provides
insight in the effects of operationalization of shared values, with the aim to improve cooperation
performance in the building industry. Nowadays, work is often performed in cross-functional teams in
the development, building or exploitation stage of building projects. Developing theoretical insight on
this topic is crucial, since research about cross-functional teams in the building industry is scarce in
recent literature.
Furthermore, during the diagnosis stage of this research project the Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument (OCAI: Cameron & Quinn, 2006) was used to assess the cultural profiles of BT and BU. During
the analysis of the OCAI outcomes, a new method was applied developed by Van Eijnatten, Van Der Ark,
and Holloway (2013). The application of this new improved OCAI analysis method can serve as an
example for other users of the OCAI.

8.4. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Since the assignment of this research project was provided by the mangement of BT and BU, the aim was
to develop a theoretically supported solution for a real-life business problem. The practical implications
therefore were part of the overall goal of the project.

8.4.1. IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT
During the execution of this project it became clear that both companies had developed their own core
company values, which were not the same. Implications resulting from this were that both companies
seem to work in line with different values. Although the team members of the team used in the
intervention pilot were not aware of these different core values, it was proven that the
operationalization of shared values potentially has a positive effect on the cross-functional team
performance. This implies that top management should reflect on the core values set by both companies
and investigate the application of jointly selecting core values.

8.4.2. IMPLICATIONS FOR CROSS-F UNCTIONAL TEAMS
It can be concluded from the intervention pilot that most participants were enthusiastic about the VC
workshop type. Participants felt that they were able to openly discuss topics, which were normally
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neglected due to the pressure of work. The team members were able to learn more about each other’s
point of view and thereby the communication between team members was improved. If a crossfunctional team wants to achieve a certain goal together, the operationalization of shared values can
potentially improve the cooperation between different disciplines. This will have a positive effect on the
team’s project goal attainment.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF COMPANY VALUES
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEWEES STREAM ANALYSIS
In this appendix a list of interviewees, described by their function within the organization, is
presented.
- CEO BAM Techniek
- 2 x Tender manager BT
- 1 x Tender manager BU
- 2 x Project manager BT energy systems
- 1 x Project manager BU
- Exploitation manager BAM Gebouwbeheer bv. (BT/BU)
- 1 x development manager BT
- 1 x development manager BU
- 1 x project planner BT
- 1 x project director BT
- 1 x project director BT
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF PROBLEMS IN STREAM DIAGNOSTIC CHART
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Traditional Structure: the historical organization with the distribution of work by contractors and
subcontractors.
Fixed distribution of responsibilities and roles,
Difference in Subculture: based on the different disciplinary background and difference in work
methods a difference in subculture is experienced by several employees.
Role of Leaders: at BU leaders are regarded as hierarchical leaders with status, where at BT leaders
are seen as “one of the guys”.
Ad Hoc vs. Structured: the different ways of working at BT and BU, respectively.
Traditional vs. Innovative: the different approach of work at hand at BT and BU, respectively.
Complex Contract Structure: the complex structure of contracts in cooperative projects with BT and
BU, contracts are used to divide the work instead of “sharing the work”.
Driven by Different Budget: all integrated projects are budget driven, for example the PPP projects
where the budget is split into two parts by BT and BU and every company “fights” for its individual
profit.
Driven by Different Planning: BT and BU approach a project planning in very differing ways, where
BU needs to start immediately, BT follows at a distance, since they need to adjust on the planning of
BU.
Divergent Goals: where the budgets are split into two parts every company tries to maximize their
own profit, which leads to different goals.
Disciplinary Background: since both companies are focussed on different disciplines, the ways of
working are very distinct.
Social Barriers in Cooperation: since both companies are used to work in different ways, employees
of the two companies do not think alike. This leads to misunderstandings.
Will to Cooperate: since all employees seem to realize that the integrated way of doing projects will
win more work in the near future, almost all employees state that a will to cooperate is
Stigmatizing: during the interview round several employees provided examples of colleagues
stigmatizing employees of the cooperation partner.
‘Over the fence’ policy: due to the separated responsibilities employees tend to only solve “their
own part” of the problem.
Diversity in Skills and methods: due to the different types of work both companies perform,
employees of BT and BU poses different skills.
Low Trust: interviewees made clear that a low mutual trust between BT and BU was a big problem.
Decrease in Profit: due to high costs involved with failure, accidents and rework a lot of potential
profit turn to ashes.
Delays: due to problems in the cooperation rework needs to be done often, which results in delays
and other problems regarding the planning.
Relationship Conflicts: conflicts between two or more persons on a personal level.
Exceeding the Budget: Spending more money than estimated on forehand.
Task & Process Conflicts: “conflicts on what should be done” and “how something needs to be
done”, respectively.
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APPENDIX 4: OCAI QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX 5: OCAI RESPONSE OVER TIME
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APPENDIX 6: OCAI COMMUNICATION (IN DUTCH)
Prior Notice:
Aan medewerkers van BAM Utiliteitsbouw en BAM Techniek,
Als masterstudent Technische Bedrijfskunde aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TU/e)
voer ik op dit moment, onder begeleiding van Henk Bol en Jan Al, een afstudeerproject uit naar
verbetermogelijkheden in de samenwerking tussen BAM Techniek en BAM Utiliteitsbouw. Als
onderdeel van dit project doe ik onderzoek naar de organisatiecultuur van beide
werkmaatschappijen, door middel van een online vragenlijst. Ter voorbereiding op de uitnodiging
voor deelname aan dit onderzoek stuur ik u hierbij deze vooraankondiging.
Het onderzoek vindt plaats onder verantwoordelijkheid van Ad Kleingeld, universitair docent aan
de TU/e. Graag vragen we u een korte vragenlijst in te vullen over de organisatiecultuur. Uw
deelname is van groot belang voor het slagen van het onderzoek.
De vragenlijst zal op maandag 3 december online beschikbaar worden gesteld en tot 17
december heeft u de mogelijkheid om deze in te vullen. Op maandag 3 december zal er een email naar u worden verzonden met daarin een link naar deze vragenlijst. Het invullen van de
vragenlijst zal niet meer dan 20 minuten in beslag nemen. Deelname aan het
vragenlijstonderzoek geschiedt op vrijwillige basis en ik wil u bij voorbaat danken voor uw
medewerking!
Met vriendelijke groet,
Leo Postma.
________________________________________
Voor nadere informatie of een check van de juistheid van deze e-mail kunt u contact opnemen
mijn TU/e - begeleider (voor contactgegevens zie hieronder)
Dr. Ir. P.A.M. Kleingeld
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e)
Department of Industrial Engineering and Innovation Sciences (IE&IS)
Pav. J.08-HPM
P.O.-Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
Tel.: 040 247 27 51
E-mail: P.A.M.Kleingeld@tue.nl
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Invitation:
Geachte meneer/mevrouw,
Hierbij ontvangt u de uitnodiging tot deelname aan het onderzoek naar de organisatiecultuur bij BAM
Utiliteitsbouw en BAM Techniek.
Door op onderstaande link te klikken kunt u online een vragenlijst invullen. Dit zal ongeveer 20 minuten
in beslag nemen.
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Klik hier om deel te nemen aan het onderzoek
Uw deelname is van groot belang voor het slagen van het onderzoek en wordt zeer op prijs gesteld.
Met hartelijke groeten,
Leo Postma.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reminder by CEO
Beste Collega,
Graag zou ik via deze weg het onderzoek naar organisatiecultuur uitgevoerd door Leo Postma, onder de
aandacht willen brengen.
Jouw respons is van groot belang voor het slagen van dit onderzoek en zal in potentie waardevolle
inzichten opleveren: daarom ondersteun ik dit onderzoek van harte.
Het onderzoek loopt tot 17 december en het zou mooi zijn als je de tijd kunt vinden om de vragenlijst
volledig in te vullen.
Mocht je de vragenlijst al ingevuld hebben dan graag deze mail als niet verzonden beschouwen.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Henk Bol
Beste BAM Techniek-er,
Graag vraag ik nog eenmaal uw aandacht voor het onderzoek naar de organisatiecultuur. Mocht u reeds
hebben deelgenomen aan dit onderzoek, dan kunt u deze email vanzelfsprekend negeren.
Voor het slagen van het onderzoek is het van groot belang dat u deelneemt aan dit onderzoek en de
online vragenlijst volledig invult.
Via de volgende link kunt u deelnemen:
http://www.unipark.de/uc/do_uni_organisationspsychologie/2623/
U kunt deze vragenlijst tot en met maandag 17 december invullen. Invullen neemt ongeveer 20 minuten
in beslag.
In januari zal het resultaat van dit onderzoek aan u worden teruggekoppeld.
Ik wil u bij voorbaat hartelijk danken voor uw tijd.
Hartelijke groeten,
Leo Postma.
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APPENDIX 7: OCAI INFORMED CONSENT
“The Dutch Data Protection Act prescribes that prior to your participation in our investigation we ask
and obtain your consent that will also relate to the filing and processing of the data you will provide.
Data collection and analysis are carried out anonymously while the privacy of the persons concerned is.
In case the results of this investigation will be made public – in scientific publications or otherwise – it
will be done in anonymized form.
Your participation will be voluntary. Should this investigation evoke any concerns on your part, you can
refuse or prematurely end your participation at any time without reason given.
Participation to this investigation will imply that you agree to the conditions stated in the above
paragraphs.”
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APPENDIX 8: OCAI RESULTS BAM TECHNIEK

RESULTS OCAI BAM TECHNIEK
> # 1.1 TOTAL CULTURE;
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Lower 0.2701126
0.1687269
Mean 0.3058092
0.1923798
Upper 0.3464099
0.2150928

Market
0.1895397
0.2186509
0.2501293

Hierarchy
0.2560601
0.2831600
0.3150495

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2962847
0.2343641
0.1671776
0.1976862
Mean 0.3258402
0.2588599
0.1915447
0.2237552
Upper 0.3606914
0.2844320
0.2184969
0.2509405
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS;
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2163982
0.2090186
0.2547172
0.1612022
Mean 0.2614727
0.2432943
0.2997372
0.1954958
Upper 0.3086182
0.2799825
0.3463889
0.2362724
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.1846776
0.3057628
0.2630575
0.1048727
Mean 0.2258520
0.3444838
0.2986957
0.1309686
Upper 0.2676251
0.3900112
0.3354951
0.1628509
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2510492
0.2141875
0.1615012
0.1918907
Mean 0.2972856
0.2610314
0.2027238
0.2389592
Upper 0.3472515
0.3013039
0.2513981
0.2832034
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2506949
0.2893432
0.08856736
0.2286043
Mean 0.2920385
0.3235115
0.11289074
0.2715593
Upper 0.3355647
0.3576125
0.14350985
0.3189059
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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> # 1.2.3 MANAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEES
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Lower 0.2688812
0.1513432
0.1373249
Mean 0.3200981
0.1950615
0.1791821
Upper 0.3763444
0.2414571
0.2307161

Hierarchy
0.2428593
0.3056583
0.3743454

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.3150842
0.1860346
0.1535438
0.1771565
Mean 0.3655983
0.2298954
0.1892544
0.2152518
Upper 0.4125302
0.2744724
0.2320984
0.2632054
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.4 ORGANIZATIONAL GLUE
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.3104825
0.1239987
0.1446255
0.2335684
Mean 0.3692269
0.1579313
0.1842396
0.2886022
Upper 0.4335579
0.1965279
0.2330763
0.3443541
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.3534420
0.1699527
0.1180457
0.1736498
Mean 0.4113731
0.2153105
0.1567562
0.2165602
Upper 0.4654560
0.2694194
0.2052448
0.2574471
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.5 STRATEGIC EMPHASIS
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2475251
0.1573771
0.1388594
0.2752898
Mean 0.2948463
0.1986736
0.1782083
0.3282718
Upper 0.3471299
0.2330293
0.2252226
0.3890839
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2915304
0.2139456
0.1258010
0.2069352
Mean 0.3324254
0.2586300
0.1585226
0.2504220
Upper 0.3780040
0.2999943
0.1948543
0.2907620
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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> # 1.2.6 CRITERIA OF SUCCESS
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Lower 0.2216402
0.08955442
Mean 0.2698187
0.11654494
Upper 0.3332114
0.14716327

Market
0.2192812
0.2731481
0.3307107

Hierarchy
0.2836383
0.3404883
0.4099853

$Preferred
Clan
Lower 0.2665396
Mean 0.3056188
Upper 0.3517447

Market
0.2195817
0.2622538
0.3050863

Hierarchy
0.2148016
0.2545422
0.2989846

Adhocracy
0.1454584
0.1775852
0.2119944

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 9: OCAI RESULTS BAM UTILITEITSBOUW

RESULTS OCAI BAM UTILITEITSBOUW
> # 1.1 TOTAL CULTURE;
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Lower 0.2495926
0.1890200
Mean 0.2719082
0.2069465
Upper 0.2952833
0.2247106

Market
0.2208456
0.2453527
0.2714751

Hierarchy
0.2520215
0.2757925
0.2984364

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2600001
0.2729629
0.2121919
0.1705090
Mean 0.2805952
0.2955600
0.2337383
0.1901065
Upper 0.3014441
0.3178505
0.2572651
0.2096391
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS;
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.1721750
0.1963622
0.2715221
0.2197065
Mean 0.2053159
0.2266154
0.3070523
0.2610164
Upper 0.2432680
0.2541432
0.3447395
0.3032550
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.1680411
0.3270006
0.2797916
0.09565608
Mean 0.2034505
0.3616740
0.3177205
0.11715497
Upper 0.2404228
0.3988590
0.3554943
0.14230200
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Lower 0.2329709
0.2155993
0.1931373
Mean 0.2773037
0.2529190
0.2398454
Upper 0.3187238
0.2924035
0.2936427

Hierarchy
0.1857003
0.2299320
0.2691051

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2318949
0.3036223
0.1235332
0.1974754
Mean 0.2740481
0.3437781
0.1510166
0.2311571
Upper 0.3150207
0.3932277
0.1836719
0.2682807
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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> # 1.2.3 MANAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEES
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Lower 0.2841257
0.1559279
0.1595821
Mean 0.3379870
0.1935183
0.1951344
Upper 0.3995058
0.2405821
0.2378134

Hierarchy
0.2309236
0.2733603
0.3189911

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2936359
0.2407385
0.1648823
0.1416217
Mean 0.3435982
0.2835967
0.1986875
0.1741176
Upper 0.4002195
0.3296743
0.2437709
0.2138291
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.4 ORGANIZATIONAL GLUE
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.3225416
0.1576281
0.1577463
0.2101485
Mean 0.3727699
0.1885142
0.1911200
0.2475959
Upper 0.4268737
0.2258523
0.2241457
0.2918348
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.3071456
0.2491453
0.1857433
0.1161344
Mean 0.3525865
0.2838709
0.2229485
0.1405941
Upper 0.4052791
0.3291418
0.2666553
0.1712584
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> # 1.2.5 STRATEGIC EMPHASIS
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2234353
0.1958226
0.1804952
0.2379388
Mean 0.2653381
0.2259386
0.2221425
0.2865809
Upper 0.3172341
0.2609492
0.2675856
0.3380983
$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.2515965
0.2375798
0.1752681
0.1961236
Mean 0.2861628
0.2727865
0.2097516
0.2312990
Upper 0.3272873
0.3056658
0.2481612
0.2730868
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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> # 1.2.6 CRITERIA OF SUCCESS
$Current
Clan
Adhocracy
Lower 0.1598229
0.1231970
Mean 0.1905762
0.1492364
Upper 0.2264922
0.1812969

Market
0.2698900
0.3209099
0.3770796

Hierarchy
0.2895948
0.3392774
0.3947414

$Preferred
Clan
Adhocracy
Market
Hierarchy
Lower 0.1870680
0.1790148
0.2775466
0.2279915
Mean 0.2157642
0.2086159
0.3125664
0.2630535
Upper 0.2463760
0.2396294
0.3530574
0.3003355
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Legend:

APPENDIX 10: FOUR BY SIX MATRICES OCAI OUTCOME
TABLE 24: 4X6 MATRIX OCAI OUTCOME BAM TECHNIEK

Clan (A)
Dominant
Characteristics
Organizational
Leadership
Management of
Employees
Organization
Glue
Strategic
Emphases
Criteria of
Success
Total Culture

Adhocracy (B)

Bold
Italic
Blue
Red

Market (C)

The organization is a very personal
place. It is like an extended family.
People seem to share a lot of
themselves.

The organization is a very dynamic
and entrepreneurial place. People
are willing to stick their necks out
and take risks.

The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to
exemplify mentoring, facilitating,
or nurturing.

The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to exemplify
entrepreneurship, innovation, or
risk taking.

The organization is very resultsoriented. A major concern is with
getting the job done. People are
very competitive and
achievement-oriented.
The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to
exemplify a no-nonsense,
aggressive, results-oriented focus.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
teamwork, consensus, and
participation.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
individual risk taking, innovation,
freedom, and uniqueness.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
hard-driving competitiveness, high
demands, and achievement.

The glue that holds the
organization together is loyalty
and mutual trust. Commitment to
this organization runs high.
The organization emphasizes
human development. High trust,
openness, and participation persist.
The organization defines success on
the basis of the development of
human resources, teamwork,
employee commitment, and
concern for people.

The glue that holds the
organization together is
commitment to innovation and
development. There is an emphasis
on being on the cutting edge.
The organization emphasizes
acquiring new resources and
creating new challenges. Trying
new things and prospecting for
opportunities are valued.
The organization defines success
on the basis of having the most
unique or newest products. It is a
product leader and innovator.

The glue that holds the
organization together is the
emphasis on achievement and goal
accomplishment.
The organization emphasizes
competitive actions and
achievement. Hitting stretch
targets and winning in the
marketplace are dominant.
The organization defines success
on the basis of winning in the
marketplace and outpacing the
competition. Competitive market
leadership is key.

Highest mean current culture profile
Highest mean preferred culture profile
Significant Change (More)
Significant Change (Less)

Hierarchy (D)
The organization is a very
controlled and structured
place. Formal procedures generally
govern what people do.
The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to
exemplify coordinating, organizing,
or smooth-running efficiency.
The management style in the
organization is characterized
by security of employment,
conformity, predictability, and
stability in relationships.
The glue that holds the
organization together is formal
rules and policies. Maintaining a
smooth-running organization is
important.
The organization emphasizes
permanence and stability.
Efficiency, control, and smooth
operations are important.
The organization defines success
on the basis of efficiency.
Dependable delivery, smooth
scheduling, and low-cost
production are critical.

Legend:

TABLE 25: 4X6 MATRIX OCAI OUTCOME BAM UTILITEITSBOUW

Clan (A)
Dominant
Characteristics
Organizational
Leadership
Management of
Employees
Organization
Glue
Strategic
Emphases
Criteria of
Success

Adhocracy (B)

Bold
Italic
Blue
Red

Market (C)

The organization is a very personal
place. It is like an extended family.
People seem to share a lot of
themselves.

The organization is a very dynamic
and entrepreneurial place. People
are willing to stick their necks out
and take risks.

The leadership in the organization
is generally con-sidered to
exemplify mentoring, facilitating,
or nurturing.

The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to exemplify
entrepreneurship, innovation, or
risk taking.

The organization is very resultsoriented. A major concern is with
getting the job done. People are
very competitive and
achievement-oriented.
The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to
exemplify a no-nonsense,
aggressive, results-oriented focus.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
teamwork, consensus, and
participation.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
individual risk taking, innovation,
freedom, and uniqueness.

The management style in the
organization is characterized by
hard-driving competitiveness, high
demands, and achievement.

The glue that holds the
organization together is loyalty
and mutual trust. Commitment to
this organization runs high.
The organization emphasizes
human development. High trust,
openness, and participation persist.
The organization defines success on
the basis of the development of
human resources, teamwork,
employee commitment, and
concern for people.

Highest mean current culture profile
Highest mean preferred culture profile
Significant Change (More)
Significant Change (Less)

The glue that holds the
organization together is
commitment to innovation and
development. There is an emphasis
on being on the cutting edge.
The organization emphasizes
acquiring new resources and
creating new challenges. Trying
new things and prospecting for
opportunities are valued.
The organization defines success
on the basis of having the most
unique or newest products. It is a
product leader and innovator.

Total Culture
92

The glue that holds the
organization together is the
emphasis on achievement and goal
accomplishment.
The organization emphasizes
competitive actions and
achievement. Hitting stretch
targets and winning in the
marketplace are dominant.
The organization defines success on
the basis of winning in the
marketplace and outpacing the
competition. Competitive market
leadership is key.

Hierarchy (D)
The organization is a very
controlled and structured
place. Formal procedures generally
govern what people do.
The leadership in the organization
is generally considered to
exemplify coordinating, organizing,
or smooth-running efficiency.
The management style in the
organization is characterized
by security of employment,
conformity, predictability, and
stability in relationships.
The glue that holds the
organization together is formal
rules and policies. Maintaining a
smooth-running organization is
important.
The organization emphasizes
permanence and stability.
Efficiency, control, and smooth
operations are important.
The organization defines success
on the basis of efficiency.
Dependable delivery, smooth
scheduling, and low-cost
production are critical.

APPENDIX 11: HAND-OUT VALUE CRAFTING WORKSHOP SESSIONS (IN DUTCH)

PROGRAMMA SESSIE 1
Bunnik, 21 februari 2013

Dit is de eerste van twee workshops over Value Crafting bij het integrale projectteam “RIVM”.
Tijdens de twee sessies zal de theorie van Value Crafting in praktijk worden gebracht. Het doel
is om een praktische methode in te zetten om organisatiewaarden te gebruiken in het
projectwerk en daarmee de ”neuzen” dezelfde kant op te zetten. Het programma van deze
sessie zal er al volgt uitzien:
10:00u

Introductie

Een korte presentatie ter kennismaking. Er zal worden
besproken hoe tot deze workshops is gekomen en wat de
doelstellingen zijn. Ook zullen kort de resultaten van het
onderzoek naar organisatiecultuur worden belicht.

10:15u

Deel 1

Dit zal de start zijn van de workshop. Allereerst zal worden
uitgelegd wat Value Crafting is en hoe de Value-Crafting
Cyclus eruit ziet. Aansluitend zal stap
van de cyclus in
samenspraak worden genomen:

Selecteer organisatie waarde.
Gezamenlijk zal een waarde gekozen worden als onderwerp
van de Value-Crafting workshop. In overleg zal ook de
invulling worden bepaald welke het team aan de waarde
toekent.
11:00u

Pauze

Korte adempauze.

11:15u

Deel 2

Dit deel zal draaien om stap
van de cyclus centraal staan.
Tijdens deze stap zullen er plannen gemaakt worden over er
wat er mogelijk kan veranderen in het gedrag om gestelde
doelen te bereiken met betrekking tot de geselecteerde
waarde uit de eerste stap.

Stel doelen & Verander gedrag.
Dit is een belangrijke fase en zal het uitgangspunt vormen
voor de tijd tussen de twee workshop sessies.
12:15u

Afronding

Ter afsluiting zullen de resultaten worden samengevat en
ervaringen worden besproken.

12:30u

Einde

Het vervolg van deze sessie zal plaatsvinden op vrijdag 1
maart van 11:00 uur tot 13:30 uur (er zal een lunch verzorgd
worden).

PROGRAMMA WORKSHOP 2
Bunnik, 1 maart 2013

Dit is de tweede en laatste workshop over Value Crafting bij het integrale projectteam “RIVM”.
Het doel is om tijdens deze sessie de laatste twee stappen van de Value-Crafting cyclus te
completeren met de eerste sessie als basis. Het doel is om te reflecteren op het gedrag na de
eerste sessie. Het programma van deze sessie zal er als volgt uitzien:
11:00u

Recap Sessie 1

Er zal gestart worden met een samenvatting van de eerste
sessie, op 21 februari jongstleden. De Value-Crafting cyclus
zal kort worden doorgenomen en de invulling van stap
en
stap
worden kort samengevat en besproken.

11:10u

Workshop deel 1

Dit zal de start zijn van de tweede workshop. Het eerste deel
zal in het teken staan van stap
van de Value-Crafting
cyclus:

Reflecteer op Prestaties.
Ervaring uit de afgelopen week zullen worden gedeeld om
een beeld te krijgen van de veranderingen in het gedrag.
Welk gedrag was effectief om het gestelde doel te bereiken?
Of waren er wellicht belemmeringen die het doel in de weg
staan? Discussie over de rollen van het team en het individu.
12:00u

Pauze

Lunchpauze.

12:30u

Workshop deel 2

Hiermee zal de interventie worden afgesloten, het is de
vierde en laatste fase van de Value-Crafting cyclus. Dit deel
zal draaien om stap
van de cyclus:

Adopteer nieuwe Waarde.
De waarde die geselecteerd is tijdens de eerste workshop zal
tegen het licht worden gehouden. Wat is het effect geweest
op het gedrag in de praktijk?, was dit het gewenste effect?,
moet de waarde worden geadopteerd en verder worden
verankerd in de praktijk?, of moet de waarde worden
aangepast?
13:00u

Evaluatie

Ter afsluiting zullen de resultaten worden samengevat en
ervaringen met Value Crafting worden besproken. Het doel
van deze evaluatie is om inzicht te krijgen in de bruikbaarheid
van de interventie en verbeteringen voor in de toekomst.

13:30u

Einde

Dankwoord.
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DE VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLUS

FIGUUR 1: DE VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLUS

De Value-Crafting5 cyclus is gebaseerd op een framework dat gebruikt kan worden om
verschillende theorieën te integreren. Value-Crafting kan worden gebruikt om organisatie
waarden te verankeren in de dagelijkse werkzaamheden, waardoor de gebruiker een verhoogd
inzicht creëert in de bruikbaarheid van de waarden. Ook kan Value-Crafting bijdragen aan een
heldere blik op eigen prestaties en daarmee mogelijk de tevredenheid verhogen. In deze twee
workshops zullen we samen de Value-Crafting cyclus doorlopen en de stappen 1 tot en met 4
zetten. De invulling in de vier kwadranten zal zowel individueel als binnen het team worden
gedaan.

This instrument is developped at Eindhoven University of Technology, author S.S. Holloway.For use of this instrument, please
contact S.S. Holloway, or F.M. van Eijnatten (TU/e, department of industrial engineering and innovation sciences, Human
Performance Management Group)
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VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLUS KWADRANTEN
Gedurende de workshops zullen de vier stappen van de Value-Crafting cyclus worden
uitgevoerd. De kwadranten van het framework geven de specifieke invulling die u als
deelnemer geeft. Dat wil zeggen: Wat zijn uw intenties met de gekozen waarde? Wat was uw
gedrag na de tweede stap in de praktijk? Welke rol vervult u als individu, en welke rol vervult
het team, met betrekking tot de waarde?
Onderstaande figuur kan helpen bij het formuleren van inhoud per kwadrant. Het is hierbij van
groot belang dat individuele ervaringen en interpretaties worden gebruikt.

FIGUUR 2: DE VIER KWADRANTEN
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MIJN VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLUS
In onderstaand figuur kunnen uw eigen ervaringen en gedachten worden ingevuld.

FIGUUR 3: MIJN VALUE-CRAFTING CYCLUS

De vier stappen van de cyclus zullen centraal
staan tijdens de workshops en hebben als
doel om van kwadrant naar kwadrant te
komen.
FIGUUR 4: DE VIER STAPPEN OP EEN RIJ
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OEFENING TER VOORBEREIDING OP SESSIE 2
Om het effect van de Value-Crafting cyclus te vergroten is het belangrijk om tussen deze en de
volgende sessie bezig te blijven met de inhoud. Daarom zou ik u willen vragen om twee of drie
activiteiten uit uw agenda te kiezen, waarbij u de gestelde doelen probeert na te streven. Denk
daarbij aan het gedrag dat vandaag is besproken. Denk vooraf na over uw intentie. Wat is het
mogelijke effect van uw gedrag in de praktijk op het bereiken van de gestelde doelen?

Tijdens de volgende sessie zullen de ervaringen hiermee worden besproken om inzicht te
creëren in wat werkte en wat belemmeringen zijn.
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APPENDIX 12: BASIS OF VALUE SELECTION
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APPENDIX 13: POST SURVEY VALUE-CRAFTING SESSIONS (IN DUTCH)

VRAGENLIJST VALUE-CRAFTING
Deze korte vragenlijst is onderdeel van een lopend value-crafting onderzoeksproject uitgevoerd aan de
TU/e. De verzamelde gegevens zullen gebruikt worden om de ervaringen met de value-crafting
workshop in kaart te brengen, om deze waar nodig in de toekomst te verbeteren.
Denk bij het invullen van de vragen aan de activiteiten waaraan u zojuist heeft deelgenomen. Er zijn
geen goede of fout antwoorden. Uw antwoorden zullen strikt vertrouwelijk behandeld worden.
Het invullen van de vragen neemt maximaal 5 minuten in beslag. Beantwoord s.v.p. alle vragen. Bij
voorbaat dank voor uw deelname!

Mee eens

Sterk
mee eens

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ik denk dat ik ondersteuning nodig heb
van een expert om Value Crafting te
kunnen gebruiken

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ik vind dat de verschillende functies in
Value Crafting erg goed geïntegreerd
zijn

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ik vind Value Crafting erg omslachtig in
gebruik

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ik voel me erg vertrouwd met Value
Crafting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sterk
mee
oneens
Mee
oneens
Enigszins
mee
oneens
Niet mee
oneens/
eens

Enigszins
mee eens

De volgende vragen gaan over de bruikbaarheid van de value-crafting interventie

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

Ik denk dat ik Value Crafting graag
regelmatig wil gebruiken

Ik vind Value Crafting onnodig complex
Ik vind Value Crafting gemakkelijk te
gebruiken

Ik vind dat er teveel tegenstrijdigheden
in Value Crafting zitten
Ik kan me voorstellen dat de meeste
mensen zeer snel leren om Value
Crafting te gebruiken.

Ik moet erg veel leren voordat ik aan de
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slag kan gaan met Value Crafting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sterk
mee eens

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sterk
mee
oneens
Mee
oneens
Enigszins
mee
oneens
Niet mee
oneens/
eens
Enigszins
mee eens

Mee eens

De volgende vragen gaan over de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de Value-Crafting workshop

11. Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden
met het gemak waarmee de taken
tijdens deze workshop uitgevoerd
konden worden
12. Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden
met de hoeveelheid tijd die nodig
was om de taken uit te voeren
tijdens deze workshop
13. Over het algemeen ben ik tevreden
met de ondersteunende informatie
(presentaties, documentatie) bij het
uitvoeren van de taken tijdens deze
workshop

Erg
makkelijk

2

Makkelijk

Moeilijk

1

Enigszins
moeilijk
Niet
makkelijk
/moeilijk
Enigszins
makkelijk

Erg
moeilijk

De volgende vragen gaan over het gebruiksgemak van de Value-Crafting workshop

6

7

14. Over het algemeen was de taak …

Noem de meest negatieve aspecten van de workshop:
1 .....................................................
2 .....................................................
3 .....................................................
Noem de meest positieve aspecten van de workshop:
1 .....................................................
2 .....................................................
3 ....................................................
Einde vragenlijst.
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APPENDIX 14: ORGANIZATIONAL CHART BAM TECHNIEK
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APPENDIX 15: EVALUATION OF QUOTES

Legend:

TABLE 26: CODED QUOTATIONS

Quote
No.

*
0
+

Does it work for me?
VC does not work for me
Quote is not related to opinion on VC
VC works for me

Quote

Integral
*Does it
Framework
work
Quadrant for me?

1 “Nice to meet our CEO, I never met him before in person.”

-

0

2 “It’s encouraging to know that your project, and this workshop, is
completely in line with future plans of the company.”
3 “I’m glad it is noticed that attention is required for the
integratedness.”
4 “The goals of the workshop are quite theoretical; hopefully this will
get more clear.”
5 “I think that we are quite integrated already, why did you pick this
team?”
6 “Interesting to see that both companies seem to want to move in
the same direction, culturally-wise.”
Start Workshop 1

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

7 “The core values are clearly different, no word is the same.”

V

0

8 “If the rows with core values were switched, I think nobody would
have noticed.”
9 “I think it is remarkable that both list are not consistent.”

V

0

V

0

10 “When I started working at BAM Techniek I thought I was going to
work for BAM, but it became clear that the cooperation between
BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw was very difficult.”
11 “Maybe we are not very representative for the rest of the
integrated teams, since it is easier for us to reach consensus during
the tender stage.”
12 “We must let go of the different objectives and strive for a common
goal.”
13 “We have to stop operating as two different companies.”

-

0

-

0

I

0

I

0

14 “It all starts with saying to each other: We are one BAM!”

I

0

15 “The customer expects a completely integrated solution, an
optimum of everything that BAM Techniek and BAM Utiliteitsbouw
can offer.”
16 “The customer is tired of subsidiaries pointing at each other!.”

I

0

I

0

17 “I feel that the most important value is missing: integratedness!”

V

0

18 “Could integratedness be a value?”

V

0
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19 “Yes! It means that 1+1=3.”

V

0

20 “Not to operate as two separate companies, but operate as one
team.”
21 “Respecting each other and each other’s discipline.”

I

0

V

0

22 “Understanding each other’s discipline.”

I

0

23 “Getting the job done.”

I

0

24 “Aiming to achieve a Win-Win.”

I

0

25 “Take each other seriously.”

V

0

26 “To be equal.”

V

0

27 “To be distinctive.”

V

0

28 “Happy people.”

V

0

29 “To be Reliable.”

V

0

30 “Knowing why and how someone does something.”

I

0

31 “To be surprising.”

I

0

32 “Cooperating with others with integratedness in mind will work
motivational.”
33 “With integratedness I believe I can achieve a better coordination
with colleagues.”
34 “With integratedness I can collaborate with others on an equal
basis.”
35 “By applying integratedness I strive for a positive result over the
entire width.”
36 “With integratedness it becomes possible to learn more from each
other.”
37 “With integratedness, I will be able to be proud of the result, even if
the bidding is not won.”
38 “By learning from each other and by cooperating in a balanced and
trustful way with all involved disciplines, it becomes possible to
reach an optimal and complete solution for the customer, resulting
in a winning project for all stakeholders.”
Start Workshop 2

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

39 “To strive for a winning bid with which BAM would make profit.”

I

0

40 “We want to stay connected with all parties involved.”

I

0

I/B

0

41 “To engage and stay engaged with all components of the project
team.”
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42 “To accommodate the process and planning throughout the whole
team.”
43 “Searching the win-win together with the customer.”

B

0

I

0

44 “At the end of the journey, after 30 years, the customer must still
be satisfied. This will not be achieved without the application of the
integratedness value.”
45 “We want to keep every member of this project team hooked and
engaged in order to develop the most integrated project design
possible.”
46 “Should we push team members to keep aligned with the project
planning, or should we give team members their own responsibility
and trust that they will keep themselves aligned?”
47 “When a project planning is made, it is everyone’s responsibility to
keep engaged and fulfil their tasks”
48 “We should use mechanisms to keep people engaged and control
team members”.
49 We thought about the large meeting reports, which most of the
team members do not read. This might be a reason why we lose the
engagement of some of our colleagues, since it takes a lot of effort
to read all the minutes. Therefore we thought of a new since it
takes a lot of effort to read all the minutes. Therefore we thought of
a new method to keep everybody hooked. We should try to make
the project planning more visual and also support the subjects
discussed during the meetings with visual aids. We are all technical
people, who don’t like to read.
50 When we have meetings with other team members it is of great
importance that we create a summary of the meeting as quickly as
possible, since this will help people to get connected to the project
planning. Therefore we will have to find a new way to create
minutes of long meetings. Most importantly, we will have to create
a list of actions (or To Do list), each of which is connected to a
person. In the end of each meeting the action list will be
summarized and the owner of each task will have to confirm his/her
task. A deadline will be linked to each task, making sure it will be in
line with the project planning. Also, when applicable, visual aids
should be created instead of pages long reports.
51 Our role will be to keep track of all tasks and keep an eye on the
fulfilment of all agreements. When deadlines are not met, new
arrangements should be made quickly.
52 “I have the feeling that I understand what Value Crafting is, namely
that one formulates for oneself what value he/she adheres,
individually and as a group, with the aim to actually act
accordingly.”
Start Workshop 3
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53 “I did not have the standard weekly consultations with external
team members, therefore I was not able to apply the behaviour
discussed during the previous meeting.”
54 “Well, we have consciously thought about the start of the next
phase of our project. Therefore, four of us, the core team, sat
together to plan how we think the whole team can start the next
stage, in such a way that everyone is connected.”
55 “It would have been more applicable when we would have had a
normal week, but this week I had little interaction with other team
members.”
56 “If we would have had more time, I think we would have done more
with it.”
57 “Do I understand it correctly when I say that a role is a combination
of different types of behaviour that have a positive effect for the
value of integratedness?”
58 “I think it is the combination of effective actions or behaviour by
which a role is formed.”
59 “As the core team we are responsible for keeping everybody
sharp.”
60 “For us, connecting everybody should be a top priority!”
61 “For me words like inform, interest and understand come to mind
when I think about our role.”
62 “The fact that the core team members work on this project on a
fulltime basis, but some external members only work part time. We
must realize this! We must bring this to the attention of external
team members who work on several different projects.”
63 “Integratedness means keeping everyone together and to make
sure everyone keeps connected to the project. This not only means
that everybody follows our planning, but also that we understand
the consequences for the planning of others. Therefore, our role
might entail developing a planning that corresponds with everyone
else’s planning, which we communicate in a timely manner, so that
everyone can keep connected to the project and its planning.”
64 “I find it very important to motivate others and giving others a
boost.”
65 “Everyone has their responsibility in complying with the
integratedness value.”
66 “Since I’m not an architect or construction specialist, I must first
understand who is doing what. Then, I will try to understand where
I can be of any assistance for other disciplines in order to achieve
the best possible result with the team. I am convinced that if I show
interest and respond to the needs of others and, at the same time,
inform everybody about the needs of others, it will result in a more
integrated project solution.”
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67 “My role is to manage and control the quality. In light of
integratedness it will be important to watch the group goal and
communicate about it. Therefore it is important that I understand
all parties involved with, and especially to understand all the
potential shared risks in the design. I want to make an extra effort
to identify the motivation of others in order to stimulate
integratedness.”
68 “For my role it will be important to clarify certain opportunities,
internally and externally. And also facilitate the communication and
coordination between cooperating team members.”
69 “My role is to create a connection between all parties involve using
tools like motivation and encouragement of colleagues. Especially,
when this project enters the next phase there will be different
colleagues form other disciplines getting involved in the project
with whom I need to create a totally integrated cooperation. In that
role I will guard the integratedness and spread the value
throughout the organization.”
70 “My role in order to spread integratedness through the
organization will be to collect and deliver information. I will actively
connect both the maintenance departments of BT and BU when the
exploitation phase is started. I will have to develop this role during
the tender phase. I am a kind of scenario-writer to foresee
problems in the future and the defend the integrated solutions the
customer wants!”
71 “My role is to inform all consultants from BT and also to connect
these advisors. Also, my role entails time monitoring and progress
control in terms of things that need to be completed by advisors. I
also need to proactively support others within BT and coordinate
them to keep working in line with the project.”
72 “In the construction phase it is fine as long as things go well, but
when something goes wrong, everyone knows how to quickly point
the finger at others.”
73 “It is difficult to think about roles beforehand, since they radically
evolve when a project moves from one phase to the other.”
74 “You must know what the driving forces are behind decisions of
parties involved, before you can come to a sound decision.”
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75 “Maybe we should break the term into smaller pieces, but the term
itself entails an important message in our type of work.”
76 "Our joint understanding of the term integratedness is developed
throughout this workshop, and we as a team have become even
closer."
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77 “Integratedness still remains a difficult term to grasp, but it is
enlightening to have thought about the topic in the Value Crafting
way.”
78 “Although we were already cooperating quite well, I think that
through the explicit adoption of integratedness the cooperation can
become even better.”
79 “The work is often in the spur of the moment and one ignores to
think about these types of topics.”
80 “What I do like about this workshop is that it is a nice way to discuss
each other’s roles, and is your role as you see it the same as what
people you work with expect from you role? Normally such a
moment is not created and this moment can be used to discuss
what role expectations we have.”
81 “I think we could go through the cycle without supervision”
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82 “I have learned that one can use a value in behaviour and thereby
spread the value throughout the team and organization”.
83 “I think that maybe we do not commit to the organizational values.
I feel that we are a small company with this project team, not
working exactly in line with the company, and we do not really work
in line with the nine core values stated by BT and BU.”
84 “Most of the company values are matters of decency.”
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85 “Wouldn’t it be a good idea to start the workshop with the
formulation of the most important values of the team itself and
then compare those to the company values?”
86 “It would be useful to have some more explicit examples of
complete Value-Crafting Cycles in the manual.”

TABLE 27: QUOTATIONS PER QUADRANT PER WORKSHOP

Workshop 1
Values

12

Intentions

18

Workshop 2

Workshop 3

Workshop 4

Total Quotations

1

7

20

4

22

Behaviors

9

6

15

Roles

4

16

20
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